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Abstract 

\Ve proposc•d the aLJxiliary mass method to improve the bad convergence of 
the pcrturb;uiou theory at finite temperature. We applied this method to the 
Z2-invariant scalar model and the O (N)- invariant scalar model. 'vVe found 
that t lw phase transiLion is of second order in th se models. We then cal
culated critical expon•nts of the second order phase transition and obtained 
good resu iLs. 1\'e next applied the me hod to the Abelian Higgs model and 
then found that there is an end-point, where the phase transition crosses 
over from the srcond order phase transition to the first order phase transi
tion. \\"e further applied the method to the electrowr>ak phase transition. 
\Ve investigated the phase diagram in Higgs mass-top quark mass plane. We 
concluded from this phase diagram that we need an extension of the particle 
physics beyond the standard one in order to explain tbe baryon number of the 
present univcr ·c by the electroweak baryogenesis. 'vVe tried to improve the 
approxinmtion wbi h we used. We derived the ·volution equation of the next 
ro leading approximation. which becomes a simultaneous partial differential 
eq uMion. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Phase transition and field theory 

We have many kinds of phase transitions and utilize them in our da.ily lives 
often unconsciously. If we look for them with a little attention. we will 
easily find many examples: water. liquid crystals, superconductors, and so 
on. Water not only quenches our thirst but also rotates a steam lurbinP. 
Liquid crystal makes a monitor compact and superconductors possess varioLtS 
applications in science and engineering. 

Of course, phase transitions are important phenomena in theoretical and 
experimental physics: elementary particle physics, nuclea.r physics. condensed 
matter physics, and cosmology. For example, QCD chiral phase transition at 
high temperature might occur in heavy ion collision experiments fLJ, which 
enable us to make progres to understand the QCD vacuum. Besides, QCD 
may have rich phase structure with respect to the family number [2, 3, 4, 5. 6] 
and the theta angle [7]. Phase raositions of QCD are, therefore, very in
teresting and important in elementary particle physics, nuclear physics, and 
cosmology. The electroweak phase transition is also an important one in 
cosmology since it may account for the baryon number of the present uni
verse [8]. Si11ce researches on this line indicate need of au extension of the 
elcmcntaq particle physics beyond the standard model , it is also important 
in elementary particle physics [9, 10]. Needless to say, we have various phase 
transitions in condensed matter physics: magnetic, liquid-vapor, s uperfluid
ity, superconductivity, liquid crystal. and so on. They are very interesting 
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because bo h of their academic aspects and applications. 
The ph as transitions arc well described by the quantum [ield theory sin e 

most systems are continuous in space at least approximately. NatUI·al intro
duction of gauge fields often help the description of the pha<;e trans.itions: 
for example, superconductivity [ll] and liquid crystal [12J. 'vVhat is more , 
the quantum field theory has progressed remarkably in its technical aspects 
both perturbatively and uon-perturbatively: Feynmao diagram, path inte
gral, renormalization, renormalization group, instanton, magnetic monopole, 
Schwinger- Dysou(SD) equation, and so on. vVe can say that it is now a phase 
fot· us to investiga e a phase transition by the quantum field theory based 
ou the technical foundation. Actually, some steps have been already made. 
For example, renormalization group method is suitable to investigate critical 
properties of a second order phase transition [13] and SD equation is often 
used to investigate the QCD phase transition [14, 15] . 

In the present paper. we focus on the investigations into the phase transi
tions 11sing tlte finite temperature field theo1-y. This theory is attractive since 
it is based only on the statistical principle. vVe, however, often have difficulty 
in use of the perturbation theory around the critical temperature because of 
bad [nJrared behaviour of higher loop Feynman diagram. Overcoming this 
clifficuJI.y is t.he maiu purpose of the present paper. Before we enter into 
detaiJs of the problem, we e>.:plain intuitively how the difficulty arises in the 
next ection. 

1.2 P erturbation theory m the finite temper
ature field theory 

The 1 rturhation theory o.f the finite temperature field t heory often breaks 
down. This failure can be understood by considering particles in thermal bath 
[16, 17]. Suppose there is only one scalar field, wh.ich interacts each other 
with a. small self-coupling constant, A and the temperature, Tis much larger 
than th s alar field mass, mT. The subscript, T reminds us that the mass 
in the thermal bath is di1ferent from that at the zero temperature. [n the 
perturbation theory, w calculate quantities like an effective potential or n
poiut functi us as a series of the coupling constant by the Feyuman diagram. 
At uhe zero temperature, we can get reliable results by calculating ouly a few 
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first terms since the conLribution of the r0maining terms >.lJ'<' expected to be 
smalL 

(1.1) 

We must, however, take into accoun1. the interaction with Lbe Lhermal 
bath at the finite temperature. lu the thermal bath , we expect that there 
are large number of hermaUy excited low encrg • particles. The number is 
expected as, 

1 
na = ---" = ---r=== 

1 - e-'f 1 _ e- v'·~/''"~ mT 

T 
(k 2 ~ m~, T » mr ). (1.2) 

We expect that the perturbation terms are enhanced b 'Cause o.f these parti
cles, 

a"• ~T2 "AT 
(naJAaaa1a10Jna) = (Oj-

1
Aaaatat0Jn8 ) ~ 0((~ + :____ + .. -)(u 8 JOJn8 )) . 

na. m 7, rnr 

'vVe observe from this that the pert.urbation terms are not negligible if the 
number ;::r is large enough. "liVe can not, tl.Jerefore, truncate the s. ries of the 
Feynman diagram even if the coupling constant is smalL We will see tbi~ 
in Sec.2 .2.1 quantitatively by calculating the Feynman diagram actually and 
find that the leading term in Eq.(L3) can be summed easily using the rinu 
resumrnation method. The expansion parameter therefore becomes ).T afte~
the resummation. This resummation is, however, not sufficient to inv~;tigate 
properties of this simple model as we will see in Sec.4.l.l. 

\i\ie notice that this problem is caused by the low energy particles in Lhe 
thermal bath and then arises only when T » m'J'. We uWize this fact in the 
auxiliary mass method, which we will explain in Ch.3. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In Ch.2, we review the finite 
temperature theory and breakdown of its perturbation theory. We introduce 
some known approaches to cope with the breakdown here. In Ch.3. we 
show the idea of the auxiliary mass method, which is the main subjec of the 
present paper. We derive th evolution equation, which is the most important 
tool in this method. In Ch.4, we apply the method to scalar field theories 
concretely. [n Ch.5, we apply this method to gauge fi Jd theories. lu Cb.6, 
we try to improve the approximation, which is employed in the auxiliary 
mass method. We write detail calculations in Appendices. 

(1.3) 



Chapter 2 

Finite temperature field theory 

2.1 Imaginary time formalism 

The finite temperature field theory has various variations [1]: imaginary 
lime formali~m [18], real time formalism [19]. and thermo dynamics [20] . Of 
course, we can choose any methods. which are equivalent in equilibrium. \\'e 
should choose a method by con idering what quautities we calculate. vVc 
usc t he imaginary time formalism , which is simple and sufficient to calcu
late equilibrium thermo dynamical quantities like free energy throughout the 
present paper since w calculate only the effective potential essentially. In 
the present secliou , we review the imaginary time formalism shortly. 

Th most. fundamental quantity in the statistical dynamics is the partition 

fuuctiou , 

Z({3) Tr exp( -{3H ) 

f. d</>.(<Pal exp( - !Jfl)\q).) . 
all stote 

(2.1) 

This quantity is qui te similar to the partition function of the ordinary quan
t urn fi ld theory. We, th refore , expect that we cart utilize the path integral 
technic, aud actually "-e can. All we have to pay attention to are two differ
ence : the time evolution operator , exp( -iHt), is replaced by the statistical 
weight, exp( -{JH ), and all states should be summed up. We rewrite the 
exprcssi n in Eq. (2. 1) lo path integral form as follows, 

Z(iJ) = ,)~n j <l<Pa (¢.1(1- 6{3H)"I</>a) (6{3 = [!_) 
n 

6 

J!:_m j d¢;. j"fl d¢,(<D.[(l- 6,6H )I<f> .. _,)(<P.-d( l - 6,dH)I<1>.-2) ·. · 
1=1 

· · · X (¢,[(1 - 6/JJ-/)It/>a) 

1 j d"- j l1:~t' d<f>,dn, j dno , ,:_m 'l'n (2rr)n-! 2rr (<Pal7rn- t)(1fn-d(l- 6{J H )I<f>n-l) 

···X (r/>drro)(rro[( l - b,f]H )[<Pa.)· (2.2) 

Using a relation, 

(¢>drr,_ ,) (n,_d(1 - 6f3H)I¢>,_ 1) 

(1- 6{iH(rr;_1,d>,_ 1)) exp{i j cl3x rr,_1 (r/>,- r,b;_t)}. (2.3) 

we get r.he path in tegral form of the pa rtition fun ction , 

Z(fi) 

Em j d¢ J n;'.:/ dr/J;dni J drr0 
n - a (2rr)n-1 2,. (l - 6(3H (rrn-t,c/Jn-l)) 

exp{i J d3x 7rn-l (c/Ja- c/Jn-d ) X ... 

· • · X (1- 6{3H (1r0 , ¢.)) exp{i j d3x rr0 (r/> 1 -</>.)} 

I J d-'- j n:-:=-/ dr/>;drr, J dno n-t J r/> d> ,.!..~ '!'a ( 2n)"- J 27r exp{ 6{3 Eo d
3
x[in1 ( J+~~ i) _ f11 ]} 

( </>,. = rbo = </>,,) 

- j 1J[rr] i V[¢) exp{f ciT j d3x (i 7r ~~-H)}. (2.4) 

Here, the subscript .. p" under V [¢] reminds us t he periodicity. 

</>(x , 0) = ¢(x, {3). (2.5) 

We simplify Eq. (2.4) in most cases as in the ordinary quantum field theory. 
For example, m case 

j 2 1 2 
21[ + 2(\7¢) (2.6) 
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we can carry out lhe Gaussian integral with respect to"· 

Z([J) 

Here, we d fin d as, 

l ( 8¢ 2 1 2 1 ? 2 ) -- -) - -(\1¢) - -m-tj; - U(ri> . 
28r 2 2 · 

(2. ) 

ln order to d ril"e lhe Fcynman rules, we separate a contribution of an ex
ternal field from the potential, 

U(¢) = U(¢)- J(x) ¢(:c) . (2 .9) 

We then have from Eq.(2.7), 

Z({J; J) = N J. V[<f>) exp[-t dT I d3x{ ~</>(- ::2 - \12 + m2)¢ 

+U(¢)- J (x)<f>(x) }). (2. 10) 

We next introduce a propagator, .0.v(x), which is periodic Jn the interval 
0 .::; T ~ /3 >~nd satisfy the following equation, 

( az 2 2 . 
- 1Jr2 - \1 + m )6.F(.r.- y) = O(Tx- Ty)c5(x - y ). (2.11) 

The propagator can be written as foUows, 

ChRnging the field v:.uiablc as, 

(2.13) 

we get a final form from Eq.(2.10), 

Z([J;J) = ZF(fJ)exp{- f dTx I d3x U( 0~)} 
X exp{~ lJ drx I d3

x lJ dTy I d;'y .l(Tx, x)6.F(T,- Ty, x - y)J(ry, y)} 

(2.14) 

ZF(fJ) = r D[<f>') exp[- r{J dTid3x{ ~ q,' (- :
2

2 - \12 + m2 )q,'j. 
./P Jo 2 uT 

We derive the Feynman rule from tl:ti.s as the ord in ary qttantum field theory. 
In momentum space, the propagator is replaced as, 

i _, -i 

pij - PT - m 2 ---+ (21rnT) 2 + Pf + m 2 = w~ + p~ + m 2 (2.16) 

and the loop integral factor is replaced as, 

(2.17} 

These changes are easily interpreted by considering the differen es between 
the ordinary quantum field theory and he finite temp rature field theory. 
Since the time evolution operator, exp( -iHt ), is replaced by the statistical 
weight, exp( -{JH ), the metric becomes Euclidean. The Fonrier transfor
mations replaced by Fourier expansion because of the compactness of the 
in terval of the integral in the imaginary time direction. While we derived Lhe 
Feynman rule only for the simple model , the rule is the same for other Bose 
fields. 

While we do not derive the rules for Fermi fields, we only write clown he 
result. The propagator in momentum space is replaced as, 

-i -i 

---+ -i-yo(2n + l )1rT + ~r.P' + m = -ipown + '"'(,p' + m 

(2.18} 

and the loop integral is replaced as, 

I ~p . I ~p 
(211'"} 4 ---+ ,y "]-;"" (27r):l. (2.19) 
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The only differenc~ between Bose field and Fermi field is the imaginary time 
frequency for Fermi field is not;,;" = 2mrT but w,. = (2n + l)rrT. Although 
this ~eems to be a slight difference, it. is very important in use of the pertur
bation theory. The propagator of the Bose field docs not ha,·e the calc T 
for n = 0. On the other hand, he propaga or of the Fermi does have the 
scale T for any n. As we will sec in the next section, the perturbation theory 
often b1·~aks down only for the Bose field because of this difference. 

2.2 Breakdown of the perturbation theory and 
ring resummation 

2.2.1 Breakdown of the p erturbation theory 

In Scc.2.1 , w showed that the perturbation theory of the finite temperature 
field theory can be defined using the finite temperature Feynman diagram. 
Though we can calculate a few first terms usiug it, we often can not rely on 
the results as we mentioned in Sec.l.2. In the presem section, we show this 
fact by actually calculating the Feylllllan diagram [21). 

\Vhile we take the scalar field theory as an example here, we can apply 
the result to other Bose fields. The Lagrangian density is, 

(2 .20) 

This Lagrangian d nsi&y has Z2-symmetry at zero temperature, which breaks 
down spontaneously_jn case, J.l- 2 > 0. The mass at the broken vacuum, ((> f 0 
is m2 {¢) = -J.l-2 + ~~ . 

We first consider high temperatu1·e behaviour of general one loop graphs 
with zero external momentum, of which mass dimension is D. From the 
dimensional analvsis. we can write this amplitude, .'\,/ as follows. 

In high tcmp~rature limit, !J. -+ 0, the ampLitude bch;wes as M T 0 if f(O) 
is well-dcfinNI. 

F'or <'Xwnplc•, we con icier the oue loop graph of th~ two point function 
in P'ig.2.1. From Ill' above dimensional analysis, we rxpe t tbat this graph 
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Figure 2.1: .-\ two point function at one loop level. An amplitude of this 
graph is of order AT2

. This behaviour makes the loop c..xpansit>o parameter 
larger at high temperature. 

should be of order ,\T2 because of the absenc of the infrared divergence. w,. 
confirm this fact by explicit calculation. The amplitude of tLi graph is, 

Though we can not express this amplitude by elementary fuuctions, we can 
e>..-pand th is with respect to m/T, high tempe1·ature expanszon. We left the 
derivation to he Appendix.A and only show the result, 

As we expected, we have the leading contribution of order >.T 2 Since this 
amplitude has ultraviol t divergence, we regularised it using the dimensional 
regularisation with renormalization scale M 11 • v\'e notice that the divergent 
term is identical to that at zero temperature. Therefore, once w renormalize 
it at zero temperature using any method like i\IS or MS scheme. we do not 
have any divergence at finiLe temperature. Although we showed this fact 
only for the simp.le model at one-loop level, we can generalize it for any 
rcnormalizable models at arbitrary level [1, 22). The physical in erpretation 
of this fact is that the temperature influence only long range physics and 
does not. change t he ultraviolet behaviour. We think that the div rgence in 
Eq.(2.2.3) is renormalized by appropriate method below. 

ll 



On the other hand, how can we know high temperature behaviour of a 
graph, of which /(0) is ill-defined'! In this case, we notice the fact that the 
infrared di,·ergence arises only for the zero mode of the finite temperature 
Bost' field propagator(see Eq.(2.16)) since the scale T prevents them from 
the infrared divergence for the other modes. According to this obsen·ation, 
we deal with only the zero mode as an exception. Sine the propagator does 
not dep nd on T for the zero mode, the three dimensional integrals does 
not depend on T. The only dependence on T comes from tbe loop factor 
(see Eq.(2.l7)). As a consequen e, the contribution from the zero mode is 
always proportional to T. For example, an amplitude of the 4-point function 
in Fig.2.2(a) with zero external momentum behaves as, 

From the abo e example, one can observe that <tn ultraviolet quadratic di
Yergeut graph behaves as ex T 2 and the other graphs behave as oc T in case 
the space dime.osioll i Lhrclo'. Although we only investigated the behaviour 
of one loop graphs, we an generalize these idea to more complicated graphs. 
ln many cas s, we can know the high temperature behaviour without explicit 
calculations. 

Using the abm·e general properties, we next see the breakdown of the 
perturbation theory at high temperature. v\'e take a loop expansion of 
the 4-point fun tion with zero external momentum as an example of the 
breakdown. While Lhe leading graph in the loop expansion is Fig.2.3, this 
does not depend on the temperature. Temperature-dependent contribu
tion arises from one-loop graphs. Fig.2.2(a),(b), and (c). According to the 
above paragraph, we expect that these graphs have amplitudes of order 
'(~r) (>.1')(~) >.T (~ 2 · ' " -;:;;- ' " m m' ' and ..\( m) m') respectively without explicit calcula-
tions. We can actually •onfirm the e by explieit calcul ations nsing the results 
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(a) 

Figure 2.2: Fcynman graphs of four point function at two loop level. Tb 
amplitude of these graphs are..\(~), ..\C~)C,~:) , and ..\(~)(~:;)2 respec
t ively. 

X 
Figure 2.3: The leading graph of 4-point functions in the loop expansion. 
The amplitude of this graph is independent of the temperature. 

in r\ppendix.A , 

v,·e ob erve that the loop expansion parameter is (~)if we assume that the 
mass squared is of order m2 ~ ,\J,2 even at finitemtemperature. The new 
expansion parameter, ( ~) can be larger than 0(1) in a second order phase 
transition even for small ..\ since the mass vanish at the critical tempera
Lure. This situatio11 is si mil ar for weakly first order phase tran~ition of which 
correlation length is long a round the critical temperature. 

I.Yhat is worse, the loop expansion parameter can b much larger for some 
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Figure 2.4: .·\ Lwo loop graph of 4-point function. Tb.is bas amplitude of 
order -X(¥.)(-$-) . 

type of graphs. \Ve consider a two loop graph Fig.2..t, wh ich can be s~en as 
the grapb Fig.2.2(a) with the graph Fig.2.1. Al he zero tem perat;ure, we 
expect tlmt the amplitude of the graph Fig.2.4 is smaller than that of the 
graph Fig.2.2(a) b · A. The ampli t ude of the graph in Fig.2.4 , however. 
changes by c:~') from that of the graph Fig.2.2(a) at high tempera ure. We 
observe this without expli cit calculation as follows. When we add the graph 
Fig.2. 1 lo graph F ig.2.2(a), we multiply the factor .XT2 to the amplitude of 
Fig.2.2(a) and increase a propagator in loop integral. Since this propagator 
has zero mode, which bas unique mass scale m, the amplitude changes bv 
( ¥; ). Of course, we can confirm this by expLi cit calculation using the resuJts 
in AppenclixA. Similarly, we observe that aU graphs in Fig.2.5 have the loop 
expansion pararneter) ( ~~~

2

). 
!n t he present section , we showed that Lbe perturbation t heory is often 

not reli able at high temperature. The loop expansion parameter is ( ~) for 

most gTaphs and c,;,') for some t ·pe of graphs. In the next section , we 
review tbc ring resummation method [21, 23], which improves convergence 
of the graphs. sing this method, loop expansion parameter becomes only 
(~). 

2.2.2 Ring diagram 

The graphs, which have tbe worst loop expansion pa.J·ameter ( :;.; ), <trise 
systematica lly (sr>c Fig.2.5). We can sum up the dominant part of these 
graphs beforehand aud make th · loop expansion parameter ( ~) by utilizing 

this rule. Wo first make V(AT 2
) part of Fig.2.1, -•>-;;,·', be represented by 

the mnrk in Fig.2.6. W• then sum up the graphs in Fig.2.7 by sifting the 

~~ 

• • • • 

x(~~ 

~ 

xen~~ 

~ 
•• 

Figure 2.5: Graphs, which have wo rse loop expansion param eter, q;.. 

mass as follows, 

(2.26) 

because of the idcnti ty, 

-i -i -iAT2 -i 
w~+q2+1l12(¢) + w?,+q2+m2(9)(~)w~+q2+m2(,P) 

+·"" 
(2 .27) 

Defining ring rcsummed propagator as Fig.2.8, we can represent tho summa
tion of the graphs in Fig. 2. 7 as Fig.2.9. 

vVe, however, must perform the loop expansion car fully from two loop 
level in order to avoid double counting. For example, a part of two loop 
graph in Fig.2.10 has a lready been contained in on' loop res urn med graph in 
Fig.2.9. We therefore sl10uld s11ht ract the pa rt as Fig.2.11. Th" amplitnde 
of the sum of t hese graph change from one loop graph Fig.2.9 by V ( ~) . 
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Figure 2.6: Th leading contribution of the graph in Fig.2.1 at high temper
ature. 

XJ< lx>tX···O ••• 
Figure 2.7: Graphs, which are summed at one loop ring resummation. 

- +----+ •• + ••• 
Figure 2. : Ring propagator. 

>O< 
P'i~;urc 2.9: One loop diagram in ring resummed perturbation theory. 
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0 

>O< 
Figure 2.10: A two loop diagram in ring resummed pcrtw·bation tileory. A 
part of this diagram has already been count din one loop levci(Fig.2.9). 

0 

>O< 
Figure 2.11: Double counted part is subtracted as the counter term method. 

The loop expansion parameter is improved to ( ~). As we mentioned in 
Sec.l.2, we can sum up the leading contribution in Eq.(l.3) and make the 
loop expansion parameter(~). 

We notice that th.is procedure is the same as th counter term method. We 
actually perform the ring resummation by rewriting the Lagrangian density 
as, 

c.t. (2.28) 

and deal the term ~~z ¢>2 as a counter term. We call the temperature depen
dent mass term as thermal mas below. 

As a summary, we note three important points again: (1) We need shift 
the mass squaret.l by 0(.>-T~). (2) We should subtract double counted part as 
tbc counter term method. (3) The loop expansion param ter is ¥,even after 
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the ring rcsummation. Following the ordinary convention , we call the ring 
r<'SlllUIDCd perturbaLion rbeory as simply "the perturbation theory" below. 

2.2.3 The other methods in the finite temperature field 
theory 

In cc.2.2.1 , we explained the breakdown of the perturbation theory. In 
Scc.2.2.2, we then imroduccd the ring res111nrnatiou method, which improves 
tLe bad coll\-crgence of the perturbation theory to some extent. This method 
is, however, not sufficicn to investigate all phase transitions as we will see 
in Sec.4. l .l. i\lan~· efforts are, therefore, made to usc the finite temperature 
field theory reliably. We introduce some known approaches in the present 
section. 

The lattice fie.ld theory is the most powerful method at finjte temperature 
as well as the perturbation I heory. Since we discretisP the fi ru te temperatur 
lirld theory and simulate behaviours of a phase transition using the ll lonte 
Carlo method oo computers in th.is method , we do not have the difficulty 
of lhe bad convergence of the loop expansion. \'Ve, however, have other 
ditficu!Lies in this case. Of course. we have the doubling problem of Fermion 
a l fiuite temperature as in the case of zero temperatme. Besides, we ha,·e 
a nolher problem at high temperature. Since the i11terval of the imaginary 
lim • direction is ~' it is short at high temperature. We can not have many 
site· in this shon eli tance. For example, in most simulat ions of the SU(2) 
gauge+ Higgs theory, we hav ouly two sites in the djrection , N

7 
= 2. It is 

doubtful if we reach the contiuuum limit in such few sites. There arc two 
ideas to overcome the problem. We introduce these two approaches shortly. 

We first in I roduce the dimensionCll red'(lction app1·oach [24, 25. 26, 27, 
2 ]. The aim of thi approach is to make an effective three dimensional 
thC'ory, which docs not have the imaginary time clir ction and does have 
remarkably good propel'ties in the lllonte Carlo simulation. To make it, 
we utilize a fact that the propagator in Eq.(2. 16) can be seen to have a 
light mass modc(zcro-mode) and infinite number of heavy modes(non-zcro 
mode) at high temperature. Similar to the d coupling theorem [29, 30], we 
can integmtc out the heavy modes and have the effective three dimensional 
theory only of the light field. While we do not derive the explicit form 
of this effective theory, we no lice some properties of this theory here: (1) 

Although we can usc the perturbation theory in the riTcctivc theory, the loop 
expansion parameter is, of course, not improved. (2) In the la tli cc 1-.Jonle 
Carlo simulation, we do not have the problem of the intaginary tim direction 
because of its absence. (3) Since Fennions do not have the light mocle(zero
mode) , we can integrate out them completely. This fact allows us LO nse the 
lattice simulation easily. 

\Ne next introduce the anisotropic latt1ce a.pproa.ch [3 1, 32, 33]. This is a 
rather simple idea. We take the latticH spacing of the imaginar timr dircc
tiOJl smaller than that of the other directions. Though this mak s a lalti e 
action complicated, we can have sufficient sites in r.he imaginary direction. 

V\'e next introduce approaches different from th1• Iallie theory. Roughly 
speaki ng, most of them arc based on the ide<t to improv the perturbation 
theory by taking into account some non-perturba.Li,·c cfl'ects . The subj ct of 
the present paper, auxiliary mass method, a lso belongs to this kind. TherP 
are many other methods belonging to this kind: the optimized perturbation 
theory [34], the self-consistent Hartree approxjmation [35], th C.J.T.mcthod 
[36, 37, 38], theE-expansion [39], the gap equation method [40, 41]. We have 
not yet gotten a method, with which we can investigat any phase transition 
reliably, in sp ite of these efforts. I t is therefore m aningfu l to develop the new 
method, auxili ary mass method, to reveal properties of phase transition.~. 
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Chapter 3 

Auxiliary mass method 

3.1 Idea of the auxiliary mass method 

In the present section, w introduce the basic idea of the auxiliarv mass 
method [42, 43, 4..(, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. As we showed in Sec.2.2.1, the loop 
expansion parameter was ~T,' at nigh temperature. This enhancement of 
the loop expansion paramet;;. is caused by the interaction with the thermal 
bath, where thermally excited particles with energy E "' m filJed the space. 
In this case, Lbe perturbation theory docs not give us reliable informations 
for T~7;_. As we showed in Sec.2.2.2, the loop expansion parameter was 

able to be improved to ¥i- by the ring resumrnation method. [n this case, 
the prrturbalion th ory will not give reliable answer for T~!j!-. 

We utilize the fa ·t that that the loop expansion parameter is 0(,\) in case 
m ~ T. v\"c can, therefore. use the perturbation theor reliably at the tem
p raturr ii we cnn do it at zero temperature. Throughout the present p~tper, 
w • only deal with such theori s; the auxiliar r mass method can not deal with 
th ory of which perturbation theory is unreli~tble even at the zero tempera
lure. Th first rro edure oi the a1L~iliary mass method is adding the large 
;1uxiliary mass !If~ T to the true lllass. We then calculate the effective po
tential/action using the perturbation theory. Tbjs effective potential/action 
is reli~tble thank to the auxiliary mass. 

This is, howcv r, no! I he •ffcctive potenti~tl/action at the true mass, 
whicu we ne<~d. The second procedure is then extrapolating the effective 
potent.ial/ac:tion at th<' large mass to the cff'ctive potential/a tion ~tl the 
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on-perlurbative World 

( A. Tim> I ) 

Pertur bative World 

( A. Tim « L ) 

FigUl·e 3.1: Image of the auxiliary mass method is shown. Perturbative Wodd 
means the large mass region, where the loop expansion parameter is 0 (,\) . 
We first calculate the effective potential/action here by the perturbation 
heory. The bridge means the evolution equation, which relates the effective 

potential/action at different mass. We get the effective potential/action at 
the Non-perturbative World by solving this equation from the P rturbative 
vVorld . 

true mass. In order to carry thjs out. we construct an evolution equation 
of the effective potential/action as the mass varies. We calculate the effec
tive potential/action at the true mass by solving the e,·olution equation from 
the large mass to the true mass with the initial ondition, which is calcu
lated in the first procedure. The whole process for calcula ing the effective 
potential/action by the auxiliary mass method is shown in Fig.3.1. 

In the fina l stage, we read physical quantities from the effective pot n
tial/action example, we can observe the order of the phase transition. If the 
phase transition is of first order. we observe the phase transition temperature 
and the strength of it. If the phase transition is of second order, we observe 
the critical tempera ure and the critical exponents. 

The most importl~ut procedure in this method is cons ructing the evolu
t ion equation. Of cou rse, we can no gel a solvable evolution equation unless 
we approxjmate somehow. ln the next section, we get the exact evolution 
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equation. Though we can not solve it by itself, we get solvable evolution 
Pquations from it under some approximations. 

3.2 Evolution equation 

In the present section, we derive the evolu tion equation of the effective action 
with respect to mass squared. We consider the O(N)-invariant scalar model 
as an example. We define Lagrangian density, action, partition function, and 
effective action as foUows, 

t 

for dr j d3x Le 

e WJJ,j = j 'D[¢.] es[¢.;J.l 

W[J.] - fo ir dr j d3x Cb. J •. 

- c5W[J.] -2 - -
(¢. = ~· </> =</>.¢.,a= 1, 2, ···,. ") (3.1) 

We take ad rivativ of the effective potential, 

Since the full t.wo point ftmction in the last line can be represented by the 
effeclivc action itself, we have, 

(3.3) 
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Here, the functional second d•rivativc of the effective action with respect 
to the field expectation values. ~:;, is the full lPI connected 2-point func

tion at same point since the effective action is the gener;>tting fun tional f 
1 PI connected n-poinl functions. \\'e represent his quantity explicitly in 
Appendix.D using the derivative expansion of the effective action. This is 
the evolution equation, which extrapolates the information at ~ « 1 to 
~~:<:1(the bridge in Fig.3.1). Though this sdt~consistenl equation is exact , 
it can not be solved cxa tly. \Ve must approximate the equation somehow. 
vVe propose two approximations below and fiud that oue of them works suc
cessfully. 
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Chapter 4 

Phase transitions of scalar field 
theories 

4.1 The Z2-invariant scalar field theory 

4.1.1 Invest igation by the p erturbation theory 

In the present . ection, we invest igate the phase ransition of the Z 2-invariaut 
scalar field theory by the pertmbation heory. From the investigation, we 
RPe that the ring resummation is not sufficient to improve the pert urbat ion 
theory [50, 51]. 

The Lagrangian density is, 

Le = __ 21 (&&</>?- ~(\ ¢)2 + ~/<2</>2 - >.¢>'4 + c.t . . 
7' 2 2 ..1. 

(4.1) 

Wl' have the effectiTe potential at the tree level, 

j •(OJ(¢) = -~J.L2¢ + ~>.¢'. (4.2) 

This does not depend on the temperature since temperature dependence arise 
fmm one loop b·el. The Z2-symmetry is pontaneously broken in case J.L 2 > 0 
at zero temperature. 

\Ve next. calculate the one loop contribution at finite temperature, 

( I) T "' J d3k 2 2 2 -11 = 2,f:: (2-Jr)3 log{(21rnT) + k +m-r(d>)}+c.t .. 

2-l 

(4.3) 

We performed the ring rcsummation by shifting the mass here. This contribu
tioJl can be expressed in Fig.4.1. According to Appendix.B, the equation(-1.3) 
can be conYerted to the following form , 

v.(l) 
T 

Vo(') + v.,\'l 

i j_' dpo j d
3
p ( 2 2 --2 -•oo 211' (211')3 log -p + mr(<i>)) + c.t. 

T1 , 1/ --
2 2 drr·log{l-exp(--T r2+m}(¢))}. 

7i 0 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The contribution from l (f'l is the same as the one loop contribution at 'Zero 
temperature except the mass squared is shifted by the ri.ng resummation. 
The ultraviolet diYergence of this does dep nd on the temperature due to 
the mass shift . This temperature dependence seems to be incompatible with 
he statement in S c.2.2.1 that the temperature does not cause new diver-

gence. This is , however, a rtificial problem. The temperature dependent di
vergence is cased by the ring r summation, which sums np infinite diagrams. 
We summed higher loop divergences of the ordinary perturbation theory at 
t he one loop diagram of the ring resummcd perturbation theory. In this 
case, we summed two divergent diagrams in Fig.4.2 since they Me contained 
in Fig.4.1. We can, therefore, subtract the divergences using the counter 
terms for the diagram for F ig.4.2. We use !'viS r~normalization scheme with 
renormalization scale J\1 n and ha,·e , 

, .,,) = mH¢l {I m}(J>)- ~} 
0 4(411') 2 og AI~ 2 · (4.6) 

On the other hand, th contribution from 11') is convergent. Though this 
integral can not be expressed by elemental functions, it can be evaluated by 
numerical calculation. We plot the effective potential within one loop level 
V1 = v<oJ+ V('l qualitatively in Fig.4.3 around the critical temperature. This 
graph ·indicates that the phase transition is of first order. We know, however, 
t hat the phase transi t ion is of ~econd order from Lhe other inves igations: 
lattice simulations and rcnormalizar.ion grou p [13][52][53][54][55]. 
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0 
Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the one loop contribution to the effec
tive potential in the perturbation theory. Double line is the ring propagator 
definPd in Fig.2.8 

Figure -l.2: Two divergent diagrams, which are contained in the one loop 
graph in Fig.4.l. 

v/]'\_ T>>T T>Tc 

Figure -l.3 : Schematic graph of the one loop effective potential around the 
crit ical temperature. This figure indicates that the phase transition is of fir t 
order. 
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vVhy did we fail in the investigation into such a simp! model by the per
turbation theory? The loop expansion parameter around the critical tempc>r
nture answers this question. In order to look for th parametN, w expand 
1'1 by the high temperature expansion(see Appendix A) , 

I 2 >..T2 
- 2 T 2 ,\T2 >. -2 3 >.. - , 

-(-fl. + -)</> - -(-/L + -+ -1/J )2 + -di 
2 24 127f 24 2 4! 

{m.}(~)F {t (4,T)2 3} 111~) 
+ 4(4,)2 og fvfk_ - 2 + O( T2 · (4.7) 

We omit ~ independent term , which have nothing to do witb prop •rties 
of the phase trMsition here 1

. To understand the bel1aviour of the cffectiv~ 
potential , we neglect the last term in Eq. (-1.7) . which is small, 

( - 1 ? >.T2
) - 2 T ,, >.1'2 ).. - 2 ~ ). c 4 ll1 r/r T ) = -(-w +- ¢ - -(-p-+-+ -<b )• + -<P .(4.8) 

, 2 24 121T 24 2 4! 

vVe can understand the behaviour of the effective potential in Fig.4.3 from 
this . The ff ctive potential increases near the origin becattsc of Lhe first 
term ( (/i). Apart from the region, it decreases berau e of the second term 
( ~ -(f>J). For large ¢, it is increasing func ion b cause of the last term. 
Accorcling to this discussion, we expect that all the three lerms in Eq.(4. ) 
is comparable around ific, 

( 2 ,\T1)-z T( 2 >..T2 >.. ,2)' ).._• 
-fJ, +- ¢ ~- -fJ, +-+ -q> ., ~ -"·. 24 c 1271' 24 2 c 4!'1'c (4.9) 

From these relations, we conclude that the mass around ~cis of order, 

2 -) 2 >..T2 >. -2 z ., n1.1 .(¢> =-~~ +-+-</> ~>..T·. 
24 2 

(4.10) 

The loop expansion parameter, ,7,~ is, therefore, 0(1) at the vicin.ity of ific 
around the critical temperature. This is why we could not obtain the corrc·ct 
properties by the perturbation theory. 

1 Strictly sp aking, it has relation with the specific heat. VVe are, however, inLercste<i 
in the order of t he phnsc transition a nd neglect the J, independent terms 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.-1: Examples of super-daisy diagram . The graph (a) is often simply 
referred to as a ·daisy diagram'. 

4.1.2 Investiga tion by the auxiliary m ass m ethod 

S uper daisy a pproximation 

rn ec.3, we have xplaiued the idea of the auxiliary mass method and 
have derived lh evolution equation, which is the most importa.o.t tool in 
tlte method. The equation, however, can not be solved exactly. We must 
t.hPn, approximate somehow. In the present section, we in! roduce one of the 
approxim>ttious, S'Uper daisy approximatwn [44] . In this approximation, we 
s1un up. so called, uper daisy diagrams in F ig.4.-l. 

'v\'e first derive lhe evolution equation, which can sum up all the super 
daisy diagrams. We define the effective potential V( ¢) as usual , 

n - - I --T \ '(<1>) = rr(¢(.t·)) . , 
f/l{x)-=ifJ=const 

(4.11) 

where n = I d3
x. Substituting tb.is definition to Eq.(3.3) for N = 1 and 

11 ing a lechuic in appendix B. we get, 

2 

Figure 4.5: 1 P I elf-energy graphs of JJ. The line wilh the stn.ped blob 
rep1·esents the full propagator. The cinle with. a net expresses the full -1-
point vertex (the second term on the RHS). The circle with brzcks represents 
the full 3-point v rtcx (the third term on the RHS). The black blob represents 
the counter term (the fourth term on the RHS). 

where ll = ll(p 2, -p6, ¢, m2, -r) is the sum of ail the one particle irreducibl 
(lPI) self-energy graphs. The first term of Eq. (4.12) is the simp! back
ground field contribution. The second term gives lhe finite temperature on
tribution. The th ird lerm expresses the effect which remains finite at zero 
temperature. The last term is the counter term contribution. The factors , 
Zm and Z.,, represent renormalization constants for the mass and the field re
spectively. In the following we ignore he third and fourth terms in Eq.( 4.12), 
assuming that only lhe first two terms are important in regard o he phase 
transition [43]. Due to this approximation. we neglect the loop contribution 
remaining finite at T = 0. These contributions are usually small around 
the critical temperature since their contribution to the effective potential is 

' 2 
~ ii;, log~ and !!if is small around the critical temperature [43]. 

The function JJ is expressed by the full propagator, the full three and the 
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Figure 4.6: Schwinger-Dyson equation for the full propagator in >.¢4 theory. 
The symbols are the same as in Fig.4.5. 

full four point functions (Fig.-!.5) accord ing to the Schwinger-Dyson equa ion. 
The . cuwinger-Dys n equation expresses the inverse of the full propagator 
by the relation expressed by Fig.4.6. On the right-hand side of Fig.4 .5, the 
first and th fouTth terms are independent of the external momentum . and 
the second and the third terms depend on them. Since we only sum up all the 
super da.isy diagrams iu the present section, we re tain only the momentum 
ind ··pcndent term (the first and fourth term in Fig.4.5). 'vVe stress that 
the eft' dive potential consists of all the super-daisy diagrams without over
count ing by this approximation. In this approximation, we bav · relation (see 
Fig.4.7), 

( 
8V 1 -2 n =>.- - -if>). 
8m2 2 

( 4.13) 

Using relation (4. 13) and integrating Eq.(4.12) over p0 [1, 22, 56j2 . we 
obtain the evolution equation, which sums up all the uper daisy diagrams, 

8\' 1 1 lo p2 

= _;£2+- dp~=~=== 
8m 2 2 27r2 o cW 

2 p2 + m2 + >.--
8m2 

2
Similar L<'chnic is us~d in Appendix B. In this case, t hl~ si ngttlarity is not a cut but. a 

polo. 
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av 
8m2 

II 

Figure 4. 7: The relation between the seU-energy [/ and the derivative of the 
effective potential V with respect to the mass squared in tb<> super daisy 
approximation. (See the first two terms of Eq.(4.12).) 

x-~--r=========~---

(

1 8\1 
e."p -T p2 + m2 + >.--

8m2 
- 1 

(4.14) 

We next calculate the effective potential at the true mass using an identity, 

(4.. 15) 

We set the initial mass :\1 as large as T so that we can evaluate the effective 
potential, V(m2 = M 2

). reliably by the perturbation theory. We usc the one 
loop effective potentiaJ3 as the initial condition and omit the zero temperature 
contribution as we did in the evolu tion equation, 

V(m2 = M 2
) = ~JVJ2<[>2 + ~¢4 

2 4! 
3Strictly speaking, we should sum up the all the super daisy graphs in calculating lhr 

initial effective potential. The difference between one loop cft'ective potential and the s uper 
dai~y effective potential is, howt-ver, numerically small t.haoks t~ the aux:ilia.ry mass . W~. 
therefore, use the one loop tfcctive potential as the initial condition. 
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T"oo [ (] , 
2

tr-2 Jo dpfp2 log 1 - exp -y; p2 + M2 + ~¢2)] . 
(4.16) 

\Ye do not perform the ring resummation method in calculating this since 
we need nol lo clo it thanks to the large auxiliary mass. 

The integral in the evolution equation (4.1-!) is well-defined when the 
effective mass squared, m 2 + )..:::.2 , is real and positive. Below the critical 
wrnperature, however, the ciTective mass squared can be negative or complex. 
We Iwcd an analy tic continuation of the integral in Eq.(4. 14). To make the 
analytic continuation, we change the variable of integration p to z as, 

(-!.17) 

This change of variable allows us rewrite Eq.(4.14) as, 

8\' 1-2 T2 
{ "" jz(z+2Z) 

-8-rn-2 = 2<P + 4tr2 lo dz-"-e-,+,..,z=-_--:-1-, ( 4.1 ) 

wher Z = t/m2 +At,~;, . This equation is equivalent to Eq.(-L14) for Z > 
0 and cakulable for Z < D. It is ,therefore, the analytic continuation of 
Eq.(4.14) for Z < 0. To find 8Vf8rn2 we solve 8q.(4.18). This equation is 
double valued. We choose the branch as the following criterion. 

As is well-known, the effective potential becomes complex at small Jj 
below the critical temperature. This indicates the instability of the state, and 
the imaginary part of the ffective potential is interpreted as being related to 
the dceay rate of the state [57]. The imaginary part arises from the integral 
of the evolution equation in our method (see Eq.(4.18)). It i· natural to 
suppose that the imaginary part of the effective potential is negati,·e in order 
to interprrl it as representing the decay rate. \Ve therefore choose the branch 
o[ Eq.~.l so that. he imaginary part be negative. 

\Vc soh•cd the Eq.(4.16) numerically. Let us show the numerical results. 
Por the gmphs in Fig.(-L ) ~ (4.10) we set• the four-point coupling as,\= 1. 
\Vc show the real part of the effective potential around the critical tempera
t ure in FigA .. We observe a small barrier between tbe symmetric vacuum 

of..\ and found no qualitative change. 
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t = 4.9248 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Figure 4.8: Real part of the effective potential at T = ftl. \\'e see a small 
barrier to indicate a first order pba. e transition. 
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Fig11re 4.9: The field expectation ,-alue ncar tltc critical temperature at the 
stable point. w~ sec a finite jump of ¢/11- at t = 4.93!1- to indicate a fi.rst 
order phase t ra nsilion. 

3-J. 
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Figure 4.10: Imaginary part of the effective potential at T = 11-t. We see that 
as {/>/Jt becomes smaller, the larger the imaginary par t becomes laTger. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.ll: Two loop diagrams which contribute to the effective potential. 
(a) is daisy-like and (b) is not daisy-like. 

(fb = 0) and the broken vacuum(¢ ol 0). This clearly bows that a first order 
phase t.ransi ion occurs. The presence of the first order phase transition is 
abo indi ated by the behavior of the field exp ctation value at the stable 
point since Fig.-1.9 bows it possesses a finite jump. 

We obtain a negative imaginary part of the efl'e ti,·e potential below the 
nitical temperature since we choose the branch of Eq.(~.l8) so that the 
imaginary part be negative. It is shown in Fig.4.10. vv·e can see that the 
lllilgnit ude of th<' imaginary part· increases as th field expectation valne 
decreases. Thi implies that the state with smaller field e..xpectation value is 
Jess stable below the critical temperature. 

Ju thP abo,·e discussion, we set the initial condition at m = M = 1'. The 
initial mass is only r<:>quired to be of order T. W actually have calculated 
the effectivf' potential with other initial conditions. J\I = 21' and M = f, 
and we then have not found any appreciable hange of the effective potential. 
This ensures the consistCIJcy of our calculation. 

Now we <'om pare our method witb. other approach, the CJT method [36]. 
One can also gather up the super-daisy graphs without over-counting by this 
method. It is ra:rricd out by truncating the CJT expansion at 0(.>.), that is, 
taking into an·ount only Fig.4.11 (a). A first order phase transition is also 
indicated in this model wil11 the CJT method [37]. This is consistent with 
our n•sult. ThOtlgh both methods can sum up super Jai. y diagrams without 
over-counting. there arc several different points. First, we do not use a high
temperature approximation. Second, we calculate both the imaginar ' m1d 
real parts of the e!Iecllv<' potcn iall>elow the critical t(•mperatnre. Third , we 
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can make another approximation which cannot be made by Lhc .JT me hod 
as we will see in the next section. 

Though the phase transition of the Z2-invariant scalar mode i of sec
ond order [13], the super daisy approximation indicates he first order phase 
transition. The result obtained by the super daisy approximation is not good 
even qualitatively. We think the reason by comparing with the cas of the 
perturbation theory. In the perturbation theory. the effective potential indi
cates a first order phase transition at the one loop level [50]. There are two 
graphs at two loop level (see Fig.4.ll) . If one includes the contribution of 
Fig.4.ll(a) alone [50], the phase transition is still indicated to be of first order 
'- A second order phase transit ion is indicated when the contributions both 
of Fig.4.l l (a) and Fig.4.ll(b) are included 6 . From this, we expect that Lhe 
contri lmtion of Fig.4.ll(b) , which is not daisy-like. plays an important role 
in determining the effective potential. We next try the other approximation 
to take into these non-daisy type contributions. 

Local potential approximation 

In the super daisy approximation, we retain only the first term in Fig.4.5. 
We use the other approximation, "local potential app•·oximation" 7 , here. 
This appToximation can take into account all the graphs in Fig.4.5. The 
graphs except lhe 6~·st one are, however, taken into account approximately. 
The second and th ird diagrams depend ou the external momcn~um. We 
approximate the external momentum to be zero. Since the effective potential 
is a generating function of n-point functions with zero external momentum, 
neglect of the momentum dependence in fJ allows us to replace as follows in 
Eq.(4.12) . 

(4. .19) 

We can take into account the super daisy diagrams correctly in this ap-
proximation since t.hcy are produced by momentum-independent parts of fl . 

• rn Ref.[50J only Pig.4.1 l (a) was included. 
"The author of Ref.[51] calculated the effective potential including both Fig.4.ll(a) 

and Fig.4.ll(b). They did uol, however, investigate the 2-loop result in detail since their 
pu rpose is uot Lo do it. \Ve calculrLted the expectation value of th.~ field using Lheir effective 
potential and found the phnsc trausition to be of second order. 

7 This terminology is usPd iu \\iilsonian renormalizaLion group. [58, 59J 
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Besides, we can take into account contributions of other graphs approxi
rnat. lv. We obtain a partial differential equation for the effective potential 
bv integrating over p0 and the angle variables in Eq.(4.12), 

av 1 -2 1 { 00 d 2 1 1 

8m2 = 21/1 + 47T
2 lo pp ~ 

2 
()2V (..!:. 

2 
821') 

p + 81[>2 exp T P + 8({>2 - 1 

(4 .20) 

All wbat we should do to ohtain the effective potential at the true mass is 
to solve this equation from the initial condition Eq.(4. 16) to the true mass. 
We note that this equation is corresponding to the leading approximation of 
the derivative expansion of the effective action as we will ee i11 Ch.6. 

Since Eq.(4.20) is complicated non-linear par ial cliff r ntial equation, we 
solv it numerically. The numerical method is shown iu the Appendix.C. 
The real parts of the effective potentials for various temperatm·es are shown 
in Fig.4.12. A stablr Geld expectation value ¢c, where the effecti,·e potential 
has its minimum , comes to be zero smoothly as th temperature increases. 
Tl1is indicates that ecoud order phase transition takes place in th.is model. 
The imuginary parr of the effective poten ial below the critical temperature 
i ~ shown in Fig.4.13. One can observe tba it increases as a field expectation 
value decreases; t.his illustrates that the state with smaller field expectation 
,·alu is less stable below the critical temperature. The critical temperature 
as a fttuction of the coupling constant A i shown in Fig.4.14. Thi shows a 
similar behavior to thr leading result obtained in Re£.[23), but has a slight 
differrnce (~ 2%)8 We ne..xt determine some critical exponents, (3, 8, -y, and 
n. sin we observe a sccoud order phase transition. The amplitude ratio e 
is a lso determined. The re ulls are summarized in table.4.l. 

Firsl. we pay attention to the loca ion of the stable point ¢c. We show ¢c 
as a fuucLion of the reduced temperature, r = 'I.;f!<-, in Fig.4.15 . It, decreases 
monotonically and vanishes smoothly as tempe~uture increases. We then 
focus on its behaviour ncar the critical temperature Tc to determine one of 
tlH' critical exponents p, which relates the order parameter to the reduced 
lempcntture ncar T, 

¢. _,.IJ (-r ~ 0, T < T0 ). (4.21) 
~~-------------

8This t·riLital t('mperature is determined by the condition that the mass at the finit.e 
tcmprra ur(' vanisht"'s. 
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Figure 4.12: The real part of the effec ive potential (.-\ = 1). The values 
of the origin are set to zero. A stable point come to be zero smoothly as 
temperature increases. This indicates the phase tran ition is of second ord r. 
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Figure 4.1 : The phase Jiagram of the Z2 invariant scalar theory. Second
order phase transition is observed on the boundary. The dots rcpr sent ,·alues 
calculated using atLxiliary-mass method. The dotted line represents the result 
of the perturb<ttion theory at the leading approximation. 

\.Vc plot Jog(~c) again t log(r) in Fig.4.16: we fit the data to a linear function 
and draw it in Fig.~.l6. We determine {3 from the gradient of iL. \Ve find 
{3 = 0.385. 

We next determine th • exponent o, which is defined as follows, 

if> Jtl6 = (~~ )t/6 (T = Tc)· (4.22) 

One ran derive the following relation from this, 

I' if>Hl (T = Tc)· (4.23) 

We show t be eEI'ective potential al the critical temperature in Fig.4.17. We 
plot log( \ ') uga.inst log( if>) in Fig.4. 1 . \Ve fit the data to a linear function 
in Fig.4.18. We del ermine o from the gradient of it. Tb result is 6 = 4.0 

We then dete rmine "f and Y-/X+· Th v are defined through thl' suscep
tibility as follows, 

\ - a¢1 ~ Y+T_..,+ 
DJ .I=O 

(r rv 0, T > Tc), (4 .24) 

\: -
a¢1 _, 
DJ 1= 0 ~ X- T 

(r rv 0, T < Tc)· (4.25) 
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Figure 4.15: Stable field expectation ,·aJue as a function of tltc reduced tem
pera. urc (A = 1). It decreases monotonically and van ishes smoothly as 
temperature increases. 
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Figure 4.16: Plots of log (i/>) - log(r) (A = 1). The data are fit by linear 
funct ion. Using its gradi nt, f3 is determined. 
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Figure 4.19: The curvatur' at the stable point , ~~~, as tern perature varies 
(A= 1). 

To calculate x. we relate x to the curvature using he following identity 
derived from the definition of the effective potential, 

~~~- = (~;) -1/ 
1-0 :fi=<J>, 

(4.26) 

We show (~~~f1 / _ . as a function of the temp rature in Fig.4.19. We also 
~=<i>c. 

plot log(~:~) against log(T) in Fig.4.20; we fit the data to a linear function 
in Fig.4.20. 'vVe determine ·r+, -~- from tl1e gradient of it and X-IX+ from 
intercepts. vVe find 7+ = 7- = 1.37, X-IX+ = 3.4 

Finally, we pay attention to the second derivative of the effective po en ial 
with respect to temperature, which is proportional o the specific heat C. The 
exponent a is defined as follows through the specific heat 9 , 

c (4.27) 

This derivative is shown in Fig.4.21 as a fUI1ctiou of the temperatur '· Vve 
determine a using tltis. The result is a= 0.12. 

!)Though t lw amplitude r<t.tio of th" specific heat can also he deflncd, it is not d ~lPrmined 
because of the numerical reason. 
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Figure 4.20: Plots of log(~:~·) - log(r) (.A = 1). The data are fit by lin
ear function. 'vVe determine "'f from their gradients and x -IX+ from their 
intercepts. 

The rPsults arc summar·ized in table.4.1 and compar d with results ob
tained by various methods. In the present section, the critical exponents 
all(! tht• amplitude ratio were determined usiug the auxiliary-mass method 
by the numrrical method in the appendi.-...:.C. The results are summarized 
in I ableA.L We fouud that the phase transition of the Z2-iuvariant scalar 
theory is indicated to be of second order as it should be. Though the critical 
<' Xpoucnts calculated here do not satisfy the scaling ru les, they satisfy the 
inequalities of critical exponents. For example, inequalities given by Griffiths 
[62], 

"I- ~ (3(6- 1), 

-y+(o + 1) ~ (2- a)(o- 1) 
(4 .2 ) 

(4.29) 

are Sillisficd. 1n the following, we compare our result with other methods. 
First., the r suits are compared with the va.lues obtained by the pertur

bative finit~:ott•mperature field theory with daisy resummation. Since first 
order phase transition is indicated at one loop level [51, 50]. the crit ical ex
ponents tau not be determined by the perturbation theory. At two loop level. 
second order phase transition is observed and tile critical exponents arc de-

so~,4~or=========~==========~----~------~-------, 
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Figure 4.21: The second deri\'ative of the effective potential with respect to 
temperature. (.A= 1). 
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FigurP 4.22: Specific heat C as a function of r around the crit ical tempera
ture. Oue can observe that it blows up around the crit ical temperature. One 
of the critical exponent a is determined from this. 

term iu~d to he the same as those obtained by the Landau approximation lD 

In comparison with these values, the results obtained in the present paper 
are considrrably good. 

Sc'Cand , they are compared with the values obtained by the renormal
izati n group method and by the lattice simulation , which agree with each 
other greatly. Comp~trPd with these accurate values, our results are not quite 
good . Thes(• Prrors are probably caused b' the replacement in Eq.(4.HJ). We 
will discuss how to improve the approximation in h.6. 

Annvay, we g~t reasonably good result by the local potent ial approxi
mation usirtg the finitr temperatw·e field theory bod.1 qualitatively and quan
tit, tivcly. We, therefore, investigate the other models by the approximation 
in the remaining of tbe present paper. 

4 .2 The O(N)-invariant scalar model 

ln he pres •nt secliou, w invesLigate the O(N)-invariant sc~tlar model by the 
aux.iJiar' mass method with the local potential approximation. Phase transi-

10W<' useJ the lwo-loop ord r effc:ctive pot~ntial calculated in [5 tJ. We determined the 
nitical e..xpOIWnLs from lhi · hath numt>rirally and analytically. 
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') II f3 Ct 6 q 
auxiliary-mass method 1.37 0.385 0.12 4.0 

F-T perturbation l-loop * .. * • * * 
theory 2-loop 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 

perturbation fixed dim. 1.24 0.630 0.325 0.11 4.82 0.317 
theory[61J £-cxp. l.24 0.63J 0.327 0.11 4.79 0.349 

R-G non sharp cut off [58J 1.38 0.69 0.345 5.0 0.0 
-perturbativc smooth I D" 1.32 0.66 0.33 5.0 0 0 

cut off [59J J a- 1.20 0.628 0.32 4.69 0.05.( 
lattice :O.>fonte Carlo [60J 0.629 0.027 

I binary fluids 1.236 0.625 0.325 0.112 
experiment [61j I liquid-vapor l.24 0.625 0.316 0.107 

I autiferromag:nets 1.25 0.64 0.328 O.ll2 
Landau approximation 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 3.0 

Table 4.1: The critical exponents and the critical amplitude ratio obtained 
from various methods. Since the first order phase transition is indicated . the 
critical exponents can not be determined using finite-temperature field theory 
(F-T) within one-loop order. We note that there are many uon-perturbative 
methods based on the renonnalization group (R-G) idea wh.ich we do uo 
refer here. 

tion of the 0( )- invariant scalar model at high temperatur • is very important 
since many physical systems belong to the same universality class as it: criti
cal liquid-vapor phase transit ion (N=1), alloy (e.g. ,6'-brass) phase transition 
(N=1), uniaxial ferromagnet phase t ransi ion (N=l), superfluid phase transi
tion( ! ·=2). ferromagnet phase transition (. ·=3), and cbiral phase transition 
with two flavor massless quarks (N=4) [13, 63] . 

Applying th is method to the O(N)-invarian scalar model, the Euclidean 
Lagrangian density is given by the following , 

L - 1 ( 8¢.) 2 1 (V )2 1 2 2 A 2 z s- -2 fh - 2 </>. - 2m <P.- 4!(¢.) + 1.</>. + c.t . . 

(a= 1, 2, · · · N) (4.30) 

Here , ./" are external source functions and the index. We assume that the 
coupli ng constant. A is small and the refore the perturbaLion Lheory at zero 
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temperature is reliable. v\'e first calculate the effective potential with auxil
iary large ma~s m. = J'v!( ~ T) at the one-loop level as. 

y = ~M2if,2 + ~(i} + .!_ f''" dr r 2 log [1- cxp (-..!._ r 2 + M 2 + ~i/>2 ] 
2 4! 21r2 } o T 2 

+(N -1) 
2
: 2 f" dr r

2 1og [1- exp ( -j; r2 + 1\!2 + ~¢2 
] . (4 .31) 

Here if, is a field expectation value. The last term in this equation is a 
contribution from the NG-modes. We keep only the finite-temperature part 
of the effective potential here, too. We note that the dais ·-resummation is not 
nece ary because of the large rna s. We then construe a uon-perturbative 
evolution equation which connects the effective potential at an auxiliary large 
mass squared, m 2 ~ T 2, and that of he true mas squared. m 2 = -11,2. 

v\·e then derive the evolution quation for the O(N)-in,·ariaut scalar model. 
From Eq.(3.3) and the definition o( the effective potential, 

we obtain the evolution equation, 

iW 
8m2 

( 4.32) 

Here IT ·,9 = ITs,9 ( m2
, cV p~ , p 2

. T) and IT,vo = IT,vo(m2 , i/>2 , p5, p 2 , T) are the 
full self-energy for ma~sive aud massless mode in the broken phase respec
tively. \Vc also u e the local potential approximation here, too. we generalize 
Eq. ( -1.1 D) a follows, 

2 ), - 2 - 2 °211 
rn + z¢ + IT s,9 (0, 0, ¢, m , r) _, a¢

2 

2 >. -2 . ( - 2 1 av 
Ill +6¢ n,vo0, 0,¢,m.;r)--;,aif,· (4.34) 

4 

This replacement corresponds to fixing au external momentum of lhe full 
self-energy to zero. It allows us to couvert Eq.( -!.33) to the following partial 
differential equation, 

The last term of this evolution equation is a contribution Crom the NG-mode. 
All we must do to calcula e the effective potential is solving the evolution 
equation Eq.(4.35) from the initial condition, Eq.(4.31) , to the true mass 
squared. m 2 = -J.L2

. This partial differential equation is solved numerically. 
We show the effec ive potential for N=4 around Tc in Fig.~.l7. We show 

the stable point of this effecti,·e potential, i/>c, in Fig.4.24. \Ve find that the 
phase transition is of second order from these figures. The same behaviour 
is found for the other ,·alues of N. This is consistent with the other anal·ses 
using the lattice field theory and the renormalization group method [13]. We 
find that the auxiliary-mass method deals with the problem of the infrared 
divergence well in this model, too. 

The critical temperature is shown as a function of N in Fig.4.25. Though 
they resemble to the resu lts of the perturbation theory at leading order [23], 
Tc = 6J A(;j+2), which is determined from the condition that mass with the 
thermal one vauishe , they have slight differences quantitatively. 

We next d termine the critical exponents and study how well the auxiliary
mass method works. \Ve first calculate one of the effective potential {3. The 
critical exponent, {3 relates au order parameter,¢>. to a reduced temperature, 
r = ¥ as follows, 

(4.36) 

The order parameter rbc as a function of ·he emperalure r is presented in 
Fig.4.24 for =4. We plot </>, a~ a (unction of r in Fig.-1.26 for various N in 
log-scale. These data appear to be well fiL by a linear function with different 
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Figure 4.23: The effective potential obtained by the auxiliary-mass method 
(N = 4, .X = 0.01). Second-order phase transition occurs at the cri t ical 
temperature. Similar behaviour is observed for other values of i\ and .X. 
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Figure 4.24: The stable field expectation value </>c as a function of the tern
pent ure T (.X = O.O l ). lt decreases monotonicaily and vanishes smoothly 
ncar the critical temperature . 
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Figure 4.25: The critical temperature as a function of ! at .X = 1 ( o ). This 
resembles to a result of the perturbation theory at leading order (- ) bnt 
has a slight difference quantitatively. 

gradients, which correspond to f3 for each N. The exponent, f3 is larger for 
larger values of N. We summarize the results in table 4.2. 

We determine r from a second derivative of the effective potential with 
respect to J> at the origin. The critical exponent 7 i defined as follows. 

X = a¢ I ~ xr_.., 
8Jl J. =D 

(r = (T - 1~)/Tc) (4.37) 

t he following identity then relates the second derivative to the susceptibility, 

(4.38) 

Here d>c is determined from the condi tion, ~~-- = 0. The second derivative 
<1>-</>o 

are shown in log-scale iu Fig.4. 27. We then determine the gradi>nls, which 
correspond to "f . One can observe that they become te per as ' increases 
and therefore 7 becomes larger for lager N. The results arc "I = 1.37 (N = 
1), 1.47 (N = 2), 1.60 (N = 3), 1.66 (N = 4). These resul s are summarized 
in table 4.2, comp:tred with those obtained by the Land au approximation and 
most reliable values. 
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We determine 6 using the effective potential at the critical temperat ure . 
The cri ical exponent 6 is defiMd as follows. 

(T =T. ). ( ~ .39 ) 

The following relation, which derived from Eq.(4.39) , enables us to determine 
8 from the effective potential at the criticnl temperatur 

(T = Tc)· (4.40) 

The effectiYe potential at the critical temperature is shown in Fig.4.23. As 
we obtained -y , we determine 8. The results are 6 = 4.0 (N = 1), 4.2 (N = 
2), 4.4 (N = 3), 4.4 (N = 4). 

We summarize the results of the present section in table.4.2. The values 
of {3, -y, 6 are much better than the Landau approximation and the depen
dence on N is close to the most reliable value(.MRV). There are , however , 
slight differences between our results and MRV which will be caused by an 
approximation in deriving Eq.(4.35) . 

In conclusion, we have im·estigated the O(N)-invariant scalar model using 
the auxiliary-mass method and have obtained good results boLb qualitatively 
and quantitatively. These results suggest that the auxiliary-mass method is 
an elf ctive tool at fin ite temperature. Besides, we are able to inv stigate 
not only the second order phase transitions but also the first ord r phase 
transitions since the finite-temperature field theory is based only on the sta
tistical principle. We, therefore , investigate gauge theories, which may have 
complicated phase structure, by the method in Lhe next chapter. 
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Table 4.2: The critical exponents {J, -y and 8 obtained in a present paper 
and the previous paper. Those of Landau approximation (LA) and the most 
reliable values (MR\-) arc also summarized. We used th results of tbe six
loop approximation using the Pad6-Borel resumma.tion for the MR here. 

N=J j64J 
N=2J64J 
N=3J64J 
N=4J64J 

{3 (LA,MRV) 
0.39 (0.5, 0.327) 
0.41 (0.5, 0.348) 
0.44 (0.5, 0.366) 
0.45 (0.5, 0.382) 

1 (LA,i\llRV) 
l.J7 (1, 1.239) 
1.47 (1, 1.315) 
1.60 (1, 1.386) 
1.66 (1, 1.449) 

6 (LA,MRV) 
4.0 (3, 4.8) 
n (3, 4.) 
4.4 (3, 4. ) 
4.4 (3, 4.8) 

Chapter 5 

Auxiliary mass method in 
gauge theories 

5.1 The abelian Higgs model 

The phase transition of the Abelian Higgs Model is important since this 
model describes not only the Higgs mechanism in particle physics but also 
properties of superconductors and liquid crystals in condensed matter physics. 
In particle physics, a phase transition of an analogous theory, the lectroweak 
phase transition, is investigated by many researcl1crs [2 , 40, 48, 65, 51, 66, 
67, 68, 69, 70, 71] since it may account for the baryon number of the pres nt 
universe [8]. We deal with this model in Sec.5.2. In condensed matter physics. 
B.!. Halperin, T.C.Lubensky and S.K.Ma investigated the phase transition in 
their pioneering work [72) as a model of super·-normal tran.sitwrl of super
conductors and nemat1c- smectic-A transition of liquid crystals. They used 
different methods to investigate he phase transition for the type- I supercon
ductor (" « 1) and the type-II superconductor (t<: » 1). The Ginzburg
Landau parameter, " is defined as a ratio of the London penetration depth 
>.L to the coherent length, t; of a scalar field, K = >.Lft;, which corresponds 
to a ratio of he scalar particle mass to gauge boson mass in the Abelian 
Higgs model. They showed that an effective potential around the critical 
temperature ind icates a first order phase transition due to fluctuation or the 
gauge boson for K « l. They then showed that the phase transition is also of 
first order since the renorrnalization group flow of the model has no infrared 
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stablP fL-xcd points in 4-E dimension. Lattice simulations . however. indicate 
tha the phase transitio11 is of first order for "'« l and of second order for 
"'» J [73, 7~, 75, 76, 77, 7 j.l According to this result, the first order phase 
transition disappears at an end-point. Though many theoretical efforts based 
on the ren nnali~ation gronp wrre made to reveal the properties of the phase 
transition [79 , 80, 81, 82, 3, 4, 5, 86, 7, , 9j, we have not gotten conclu
sive answer to it yet . ln experiments, a superconductor is a suitable material 
to iuvrstigate the phase transition though it is a lmost impossible to reach 
the narrow critical region of an ordinary superconductor. Fortunately, the 
criti al region of a high-temperatme superconductor is much broader than 
thnt of the ordinary one due to its small coherent length and high critical 
tcmperatur• [90j. Though some experiments are started using it [91, 92], 
they arc still insufficient to determine an existence and a location of the end
point. On the other hand, many experiments were done using liquid crystals 
[93, 9·1, 95, 96, 97, 9 , 99, lOU, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 10 , 109j. 

lost of them indicate that the end-point exists while a result of Ref.[l05] 
indicates that there is no end-point; the phase tran ilion is always of first 
ord r. 

It is suitable to inve tigate the phase transition using the finite tempera
ture field theory [18j, which is based only on the statistical mechanics. How
ever, its perturbation theory is often unreliable due to an infrared divergence 
in case a phase transition is of second order or of weakly fir-st order as we 
showed in 'b.l and Cb.2. According to the perturbation theory, the phase 
transition is o[ first order for any parameter region [llO, 111, 112] though 
th result is unreliable for 1< » 1. We do not have conclu ive results to the 
proper ies of the phase tran ition in spite of oth r efforts: CJT method [38j 
and gap-equation method [4lj. 

In the present sec ion, we inve tigate the properties of the phase transition 
of the abelian Higgs model. The Lagrangian density of this model is the 
following, 

\:Vc take the true mass squared o be negative, 111 2 = -fL2 , in order to make a 

1ln u. recent work Ref.{7 J, Lhe authors pointed out tha.t their simula.Lion ueeds more 
data LO distinguish b~Lweeu a :;ccond order phase transition a.nd a more exotic oue for 
C8!lt.'lj 1'\~ 1. 
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theory with spontaneous symmetry brcaking(SSB) at zero-temp •ratu rc. In 

this uotatiou, G-L parameter i K = ~- We first take the mru> squared 

of the Higgs boson to be large positive, m 2 = ,1,/ 2 (~ T 2 ). \<\ -c nerd not 
introduce the auxiliary mass to the gauge field since wr have uo 3- or ~-point 
self-interactions of the gauge field iu the Abelian Higgs :.lodcl. \'\'(' shall 
express the effective potential calculated using the Landau gnuge iu terms of 
¢= J2i<I>J, 

(5.2) 

This efl"ecti ve potential is reliab le due to the auxiliary mass. The ring resurn
matiou is needed only for the gauge field. 

\~le next construe an evolut ion equation wh ich describes the change of au 
effective potential as the mass varies. Since we give he aux iliary mass only 
to the Higgs field, we have the same evolution equation as the 0(2)-invariant 
scalar model, 

(5.3) 

We numerically solve thi equation to the true rna~s m 2 = -p.2 from the 
initial condition Eq. (5.2) in order to get the effective potential at the true 
mass. \~le show the results with initial mass , /it/ 2 = T 2 , since we need the 
auxi liary ma.5s, which has he same or larger order of the temperature. We 
got the sam res ults for lv/2 = 4T2 and J\12 = T 2 /4. We use a mass unit. 
p. = I , below. 
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Figur~ 5.1: The effective potentials at he cri ical temperature for >. = 
0.1, rP = 0.1, 0. , 1.5. The first order phase transition becomes weaker for 
smaller values of the gauge coupling constant and d.isappears finally. 

We show the ffective potential at the critical temperature for ·arious 
gauge coupling constants in Fig.5.l. The first order phase transition becomes 
wcal1er for smaller values of ~he gauge coupling constant and disappears 
finall '· This indicates the existence of the end-point. The location of the end
point is dear in Fig.5.2. which shows a ratio of lhe critical field expectation 
value to the critical temp rature as a function of gauge coupling constant. 
\\"p ob Nve that the results obta.ined by the auxi]jary mass method and by 
the one-loop ring rcsummed perturbation theory are s.imilar for larger values 
of the gauge coupling constant. This indicates that the perturbation theory is 
reliabi' oul · for strongly first order phase transition a we mentioned abo,·e. 
On the other hand, we show the ratio of the critical field expectation valu~ 

to the critical temperature as a fuaction of the scalar self-coupling con~tant 
for the fixed coupling constant q2 = 0.1 in Fig.5.3. This figure also shows 
tlH' cxislence of the end-point and the reliability of the perturbation theory 
for the ;trougly first order phase transition. 

In order to g~t the phase di11.gram, we plot the ratio of the critical field 
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Figure 5.2: The ratio of the critical field expectation v11.lues to the critical 
temperature, 9c/Tc, as a function of the gauge coupling constant q2 The 
first order phase transition appears at q2 ~ 0.25. The r suits obtained by 
the auxiliary mass method and the perturbation theory are similar for larg r 
values of the gauge coupling constant. 

expectation values to the critic<1.l temperature as a function of the scalar self
coupling constant and the gauge coupling constant in Fig.5.4. We observe 
that the pha.~e transition is stronger for larg r gauge coupling constant and for 
smaller scalar self-coupling constant. One can see th;,t there is the bouudary 
between the first order pha.~e t.ransition and the second order phase transition. 

vVe show the phase diagram in Fig.5.5. The boundary between the first 
order phase transition and th second order pha.~e transition is fit by q2 cc >.< 
approximately. The value of ( depends on the range of the scalar coupling 
constant>.. One can observe how well the boundary is fit by th fun tion for 
,-arious order of the scalar coupling constant from Fig.5.6. We summarize 
the values of ( in table.5 .1. They are smaller for smaller scalar coupling 
constant. 

In the present section, we investigated the phase transition of the Abelian 
Higgs Model using the auxiliary mass method at finite temperatnre. We 
fou nd that there exists tbe end-point wh~re t,be first ordrr phase transition 
dis11.ppears. We fit the boundary of tbr first and the S<'Coud order phase 
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Figure 5.3: The ratio of the critical field expectation value to the critical 
temperature, 1/!c/Tc as a function of the scalar coupling constant,\. The first 
order phase transition disappears at, ,\ ~ 0.11. The results obtained by the 
auxjJiary mass method and the perturbation theory a re similar for smaller 
value of scalar self-coupling constant. 
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figure 5.4: The ratio of the critical field expectation valu • to the critical 
temperature. rPc/Tc as a function of the gauge cou piing constant q2 and lhe 
scalar self-coupling constant, ,\. The phase transition is stronger for larger 
gauge coupling constant and for smaller scalar self-coupling constant. 
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Figure 5.5: The phase diagram of the Abejj,_n Higgs lode!. Contours for 
vmious values of ¢ciTe arc shown. The end-poiuL is Ac = 0.17 for the case of 
su pcrcond uctor , q = 2e. 
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Figure 5.6: The phase diagram of the Abelian Higgs i\lodel for various orders 
of the tiCalar coupling A. The data are fit by a function , (/ ex A. 
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Table 5.1: Fit parameter ( for various orders of calar coupling constant A. 
They are smaller for smaller order of the scalar coupling constant A. 

transition to a function, q2 cx >. ( The values of the para meter ( arc smallt•r 
for srnaUer scalar coupling constant. Our results would be confirmed by 
experiments of high-temperature superconductors and liqttid crystals or by 
lattice simulations. In particular, the end-point is ~~;c = 0.28 for he cas of 
superconductor. q = 2e. 

5.2 Electroweak phase transition 

The Electroweak phase transition is one of the most important phase tran
sitions at the early universe since it may account for the baryon numb r 
of the present universe [8]. We introduce how the properties of the phase 
transition are important iu the production of the baryon number during the 
phase transition, Electmweak baryogenesis. The phase transition should be of 
strongly first order for the e]ectroweak baryogenesis since there must be non
equ ilibrinlll2. In practice, we need two non-equilibriwn due to the s trongly 
first order phase transition: sufficient supp1·ession of the sphaleron rate after 
the phase transit·ion and an existence of a clear wall between the symmetric 
vacuum and the broken one. We e.xplain these below in turn. 

The sphaleron is a non-perturbative configuration of the SU(2) gauge 
field through which we have the violation of the baryon number3 . Though 
we need the process to have the baryon number production , we must not 

2This is one of the necessary condiLions for thE' baryogenes is. the Sakharov 's three 
conditions. The others arc an existence of the baryon number w olation pr'Oces.'i and C 
and CP violation. The former is satisfied by the existence of the sphaleron process in the 
electroweak baryogcnesis. Though the latter is also satisfied in he standard model because 
of the complex phase of the K~l matrix , it would need other sourc of CP violation for 
the sufficient baryon production . 

3Thougb the process violates the baryon numb ·r, it conserve difference betwt"en a 
ba.ryon number and a lepton nuJJdJer 
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have Lhe process after the phase transition frequently. If there arP too much 
sphalcron procPss after he phase transition, it wash<"s out the produced 
lmryou nnmher4 • The sphaleroo rate, therefore, should be suppressed enough 
aftPr the phase tmnsilion. Comparing the sphaleron rate and the expansion 
rate of lhc universe at the time, we have the constraint for the field ex.pecta
tion ,·alur of the Higgs field , ~:<.1, since the spbaleron rate has a dependence, 

r splltlle ron ex: e-corlstx~ [9) 10]. 
In almost every scenarios of the electroweak baryogeuesis, the wall be

tween the sym.melric vacuum and the broken one plays an important role o 
produce the baryon number. If the phase transition is of second order or of 
weakly first order, there is no clear wall. VIe, therefore, can not produce any 
barvon number in this case. The analysis of the wall is, however, difficult 
siu~e it is needed to investigate the cly.namics of tho phase transition. The 
cnlculation of the ef!'ective potential is not sufficient for this investigation. 
INc then usc a sufficient sphalcron rate suppression condition, ~.:<.1, a~ a 
criterion of the strongly first order phase transition in the present paper. 

This phase transition was first im·esligated using the perturbation the
ory of the finite temperature field theory and predicts the first order phase 
trausition from au ef!'eclive potential [65, 51]. The perturbation theory, how
ever, has difficulty due to an infrared divergence caused by light Bosons and 
canna give reliable results in the case wllere the Higgs Boson mass m 11 , is 
comparabk to or greater than the Weak Boson mass since the phase trarl
si Lion gets weaker in this region. This is the problem, which we showed in 
Sec.l.2 and Sec.2.2.Lattice i\lonte Carlo simulations, therefore, become the 
most powerful method and are stil l used to investigate details of the phase 
transiti n [2 , 66, 67, 68, 69]. According to these results, the Electroweak 
phase transition is of first order if mH is less than an end-point mu,c ~ 70 
(Ge\ '). It turns to be of second order just on the end-point. Beyond the end
point, we have no phase transition, which means any observable quantities 
do not have discontinuities. As far as we know, three other non-perturbatiYe 
mrthods predict the existence of the end-point [-10, 70, 71). The end-point is 
determined below 100 Ge\' by these three methods. 

\Ve npply t.he auxilia.ry mass method o the Standard Model and inves-

'1\Vc u~:;uaHe lh(" ha.ryon number and lhc-- lepton number ar zero b fore the phase 
transilion. T'ltc C'ntropy hru;. dwreforel uut.ximum at the state where baryon uumb r cutd 
the tl•pton uumllrr f1.rP Z<'ro. 

Ligate the Electrow ak phase transition in the present section. \\'e add au 
auxiliary mass M.:<.T only to the Higgs Boson , which bccorucs very light 
owing to a cancellation between its negative tree rna; sand positive thl'l'mal 
mass for small field exp!'ctation values around the critical tl'mprmture. \Vc 
notice that tire infnued divergence from the Higgs Boson is alw<tys serious if 
the phase transition is of second order oro[ the weakly first ordrr [51). In the 
standard model , transverse modes of the gauge fields also have sm~tll masses 
at small field expectation values since they do not have Lh thcrmnl mass at 
one loop order. vVe discuss the influence of this modes in summary. 

An effective potential is then calculated as follows in tlw Landau gauge 
[65 , 51], 

V(W) 

here, 
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JP + m2 

T )} 

In the above ~qufl.lious, A, g2 , g1 and gy are coupling constauts for the Higgs 
Boson, SU(2) gauge field, U(l) gauge field and top Yukawa respectively. The 
matrix T is ort.hogonal and diagonalizes the mass matrix for the Z Boson 
and photon at firlite temperature. We renormalized the efrcctive potential 
using the i\1 S scheme with a renormalization scale ;l . .-\ zero-temperature 
cont ribution from the Higgs Boson is neglected since it is small in the mass 
rcgioo we consider. The ring diagrams are added only to the V\'eak Bosons 
and the Z-Boson si uce the Higgs Bosons ha,·e auxiliary large mass and do 
not. need tlr resummation. \•\"e then extrapolate this effective potential at 
the auxiliary mass sq uared M 2 to that of the true mass squared -v" using 
an evolution eqmltiou. Since we add the auxiliary mass only to the Higgs 
J3(JSOU, ihc evoluliou quatiou is same as that for the 0(4)-invariant scalar 
model. We then IHwe the evolution equation from Eq.(4.35) 

D\' 
8m} 

(5.5) 

A uou-perturhative cfiective potential free from the infrared dh·ergence can 
be obtained by solving the evolution equation (5.5) with an initial condition 
Eq.(5.4) . \Vr c>trry oul this by numerical calculation. 

Bt>for~ showing our numerical results, we r -late the parameters v 2 , >., y2 , 

g1 and g1· t.o physical quantities at the zero-temp rature [5 1], 

,\ = 
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2 rn,o 
( 2 )] - 12g1- log 
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rni,o _ 9~ {~9., + ~(g2 + 9 2)2 - l2g·'· } 
2 6.J71"2 2 2 •I I 2 1 

2 2 2 2) 2 
!J2<Po i\}2 = (g2 + !Jr d>o 

4 ' zo .J 
2 dl 

gy 0 , 1/>0 = 246 (GeV) 
2 

(5.6) 

Radiative corrections at he one-loop order are included in the equ.ation.s for 
11

2 and >. s ince they are large, esprcially in the case where the Higgs Boson 
mass is small. Th effective potential Eq.(5.4) does not depend ou il using 
,\ in Eq.(5.6) in this order. We fi.x the masses o[ the \Vrak Bosons and the 
Z-Boson as MIVo = 80 (GeV) and Mzo = 92 (GeV) below. 

'vVe first investigate the SU(2) x U(l) gauge plus Higgs theory, COIT<'

sponding to the case, m1 = 0. We show results obtained by setting M = T 
since similar results were obtained by setting AI = f and M = 2T. This 
is quite natural since the restriction on M is only M~T. The ffective po
tentials at the critical temperature are shown in Fig.5.7 for m 11 =15, 30, -15 
(GeV), respectively. The first order phase transition bPcome~ weaker each 
other for smaller values of the Higgs mass and disapp ars finally. They arc 
compared to effective potentials obtained by the ring resurued perturbation 
theory at the one-loop order without the high temperature expansion in 
Fig.5 .. \•Vc find clearly that they are similar for smaller valuPs of mn and 
different for larger values of rnlf. This is consistent with the fact that the 
ring resumed perturbation theory is reliable only for smnll r values of the 
Higgs mass mu « Mw [51]. We plot the ratio of the critical field expecta
tion values to the critical temperatu.re, <Pc/Tc as a fttnetion of m 11 in Fig.5.9. 
This quantity indicates the strength of the first order phase transition and 
impor ant in estimating the sphaleron rate. which plays a very important 
role in the Electroweak Baryogenesis [113, 114]. The end-point is determined 
a m 11,c = 3 (GeV) from Fig.5.9. Th.is figure also shows tha the results ob
tained by the au:dliary mass method and the perturbation theory is similar 
for smaller values of m 11 and different for larger values, m 11 ~30 (GeV). 

We next investigate more realistic cases in wbich he top quark mass is 
finite. The same mtio is shown in Fig.5.10 for various values of m 1•• This 
figure shows that t.hc st rcnglh of the first order phase transi lion is almo~t 
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Figure 5.1: The effective potentials at the critical temperature for m.H =15, 
30, 45 (GeV) . The first order phase transition becomes weaker for smaller 
values of the Higgs mass and disappears finally. 

same for m,;::;lOO (Ge\') and become weaker for m 1;<,lOO (GeV) rapidly. The 
end-poi nts arc then shown in Fig.5.ll as a function of m1. The graph labeled 
'·J-loop" is obtained using Eq.(5.4) and Eq.(5.6), wltich take into account the 
zero-temperature mcliative corrections from the top quark and g<tuge fields . 
Tlw contrib1.ttion [rom th top quark is much larger than that of lfte gauge 
fields. On the other hand, the graph labeled as "tree" is obtained without 
the z •ro-tcmperature radiative correction, omitting the contribntions frmn 
!co aucl fro from Eq.(5.4) aud leaving only the first terms of Eq.(5.6) for 
,\ and v2 • They <He not much different for smaller values of the top quark 
mass, m,;::;lOO (Ge\ '). Their behavior, however, differs drastically for larger 
values of the top quark mass, m,;:;::,100 (GeV). Surprisingly, the end-point 
vanishes fur m,;:;::.J60 (GeV) in the "1-loop" results though it increases in the 
··tree" results. These results tell u that Fermionic degrees of freedom play 
signific1mt roles in the pha;,e transition through the renormalization effects 
aL the zero-temperature. \Vc al o conclude that there are no first mder phase 
transitions form,= 175 (GeV), no matter how small the Higgs Boson mass. 

ln he present ection, we have calculated the effective p<>tentials of the 
sta.nd;u-d model usi ng the auxiEary mass method at a .finite temperature. We 
first investigated tlt • SU(2) x U( I) gauge plus Higgs theory, corresponding 
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Figure 5.8: The effective potentials at the critical temperature obtained by 
the auxiliary mass method and the perturbation theory for m 11 =15, 30, 45 
(GeV). They are similar for smaller values of m 11 <tnd different for larger 
values of mu. 
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Figure 5.9: The ratio of the critical field expectation values to the critical 
tcmpNature, <Pc/Te. The results obtained by anxiliary mass method and the 
perturbation heory are similar for smaller values of m 11 and different for 
larg('l' values, m 11 ;;;:.30 (GeV). 
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Figmc 5.10: ThP ratio of the critical field expectation valu .s to the critical 
Lernp,•mt.urc, </J,.fTc· The phase transition is weaker for larger top quark 
mass. 
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Figure 5.11: The end point o( Higgs boson as a function of top quark mas.q. 
The graph "tree" is obtained using only the first terms in Eq.(5.6) for 11 2 and 
,\, which corresponds to matching the parameters with physical observable 
quantities a tree level. The graph "1-Joop" is obtained using all terms in 
Eq .(5 .6) for v2 and A, which corresponds to matching Lhe parameters with 
physical obserYable quantities at oue-Joop le,·el. 
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to lh<' ca.<;~ m1 = 0. The phase transition was of first order and similar to 
the results obtained by the perturbation theory for smaller mu ~ 15 (GeV). 
The ph e transition became weaker for larger i\111 ~ 30 (Ge\·) and finally 
disappeared in contra t to the results from perturbation theory. \Ve found 
that the end-point is at m H,c = 38 (GeV) in this case. This is consistent 
with the results of the Lattice lonte Carlo simulation [66, 67. 68, 69] and 
the other non-perturbalive methods [40, 70, 71] qualitatively. The value of 
the end-point, however, was smaller than those by these methods. \Ve next 
in1·estigated the more realistic case in which the top quark mass is finite . We 
found that the end-point was strongly dependent on m, and disappeared for 
m,:<:.l60 (GeV). Tb~ renormalization effects from the top quark were signifi
cant. Lattice ~lont Carlo simulations, however, do not follow this beha1·ior 
[28]. We think of two possible reasons:(l)Since our results differ from that 
of the Lattice Monte Carlo simulation by factors of 2 in a SU(2) x U(l) 
gauge plus Higg theory quantitatively, the similar behavior may be found at 
a larger lop quark mass in the Lattice Monte Carlo. imulation. (2)Since the 
one-loop correctiou to the effective potential at the zero-temperature is sig
nificant, the 30 effccti,·e theory, which has no Fermioni degre of freedom. 
may not reflect the effect appropriately. 

We discuss the higher loop effect of gauge fields. Since we did not in ro
clu ·' Lbt? auxiliary mass Co gauge fields, the loop expansion parameter for the 
gaug' fields was not improved. 'vVe, thereforr, on trolled only the infrared eli
vergence of graphs involving the Higgs Boson field. ln this sense. our method 
improves the infrar d divergen e partially. We then take" hybrid method" to 
improve •he approximaJion; auxiliary mas for Higgs boson and perturbative 
rxp~nsion for gauge I osons. For example. we ·'xplaiu how to evaluate two 
loop eA:Pct. Using auxiliary mass method, we need not take into account 
rig.(5.J 2) (a l), (lt2) and (a3) thanks to the aLLxiliary mass. Besides, we need 
not take into account Fig.(5.12) (bl ) and (b2). which have large infrared ef
fect ( <tJ2 T~log(dJ)) at ordinary p rturba ion theory. since the auxiliary mass 
cou t rob tlw infrared effect ( ,P2T 2log(J\f )) . Only graphs we have to take 
into account arc Fig.(5.12) (cl),(c2) and (c3). \\'c must take into account 
fewer graphs titan tha of the ordinary perturbation theory since most graphs 
have good infrared behavior thank to the auxiliary ma~s. \Ve expect that 

6Pt•rt.nrbativc t~xpn.nsion for non-A bPiian gauge fields ca.n nol be calrulatNI at arbitrary 
order <hw tu tlie infrar~d divergence. Our method can no1 solV(' this problem. 

this two loop effect reduces the qualitati,·e gap between our results and that 
of Lattice simulationsH 

Finally, th first order phase transition, which is necessary f r the Elec
troweak Baryogenesis, was not found iu the Standard i\lodel. \ \ ·c will apply 
this method to extensions of the Standard ~!odd. 

6Th investig;nion of the two loop dfcct is underway 



(al) (a2) 

(b 1) (b2) 

(c l ) (c2) (c3) 

Figur<' 5.12: Two loop graphs wi th Higg. boson and gauge boson. (a) graph$ 
with oul y Higgs boson, whi ·h hav no infrared divergence Lhanks to t he aux
iliary mass. (b) graphs with Higgs bo. on and gaug· fie ld , of which infrared 
bchasior is contro lletl hy the auxiliary mass. ( ) graph~ with only gauge 
boson, which ha1·e bad infrared be lutviour. 
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Chapter 6 

Beyond the local potential 
approximation 

6.1 Evolution equation b eyond the local po
tential approximation 

As we hav seen iu ChA and Ch.5, t he local potential approximntion works 
well both qualitatively a nd quantitatively. \Ve need method to improve thP 
approximation. In the present section, we t ry to improve the approximation. 
We show t hat the local polenlial approximation corresponds to a leading 
appro:-.imation of th(' derivative expansion of the cfre Live action. We also 
derive an evolution equations of the next to leading approximation. We deal 
only the Z2-invarianL scalar model here. 

-\Nc calcuhtte the derivative 8J}.~;l I From Eq.(3.3), we have, 

-~ I d'x < ¢(x) 2 > 

-~ 1 d·'xd'y < ¢(x),P(y) > scy- x) (6.1 > 

1 I ., 2 l I . . ( 62
( -r[ci>c]) ) - · c > -2 d :cr/Jc(.r:) - 2 d xd y OtPc(x)Oci>c(Y) {; y- X ' 

here "f d4 :c" is an abbreviation of .. Jt dT j'_ d3 .r" . We use this notation 

lSee Lhe appe ndix D in detail. 
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from now ou. 
Equation (6.1), however. can not be solved exaC'tl •. fn order to solve this 

equation approximately, we limit the func ional space and expand r[ci>c] in 
powers of derivalives[l15, 59],2 

whf'rC · .. d notes terms with higher cleriYati,·e. ~ole that the coefficient 
(uu tioual of (8o</>c) 2 differs from that of (v<Pc)l due to the absence of the 4-
dimensional Euclidean symmetry. We then expand the both side of Eq.(6.l) 
with rcsprct to derivative as Eq.(6.2) and match the co •fficient function of 
ca.c:h l.crms. In practice, we have to truncate the series in Eq.(6.2) at finite 
terms. [u the present paper, we keep the three terms in Eq.(6.2). This is the 
next-lo-1 •adiug approximation of the deriYative expansion. We obtain the 
lora! por utial approximation by taking [(0 = l and h·, = 1 as we will see 
latrr. 

From Eq.(6.2). l.h.s of Eq.(6.1) becomes. 

-~= J d4x[8V +~8Ko(8o<i>cf+~8K,('V<Pc)2l · (6.3) 
8m2 8m2 28m2 28m2 

From Eq.(6.2). up lo the second derivative termsa 

D</Jc(:r; )o<Pc(Y) 

o(y- x) [ v" (<Pc(y)) 

- { ~f(~ (¢.(y))(8o'l'c(Y)) 2 + f(~(</>c(Y))8o<Pc(Y)8y0 
+K~ (<t>e(y))85<Pc(Y) + f<o(9c(Y))8~.} (6.4) 
- {I<o <- I<,. a •• - \1 y} ]. 
fi(y- .r)(-Koa;.- K,\ !+ V") 

?Sirnilar derivation in Rt' f.l59 , ll5j has a problematic poiut: exp (<q.t) is handled as not 
a di:,lribution but UJ\ orJinary function. 

3 Herraflcr. \V(' al!;O u~e notations like v' = \1(¢:) as V~liii('S of functions at constant 
couliRuration 1 ..Pc(J') =if,= ron . .;t_ 
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+b(y- x) [fr"(<i>c(Y)) 

- { ~J(~ (<f>.(y))(8o</>c(Y)) 2 + I<~ (</>c(Y))8o<f>c(Y)8yo 
+ K~(¢c(Y))8~¢c(Y) + Ko(<Pc(y))a;.} (6.5) 

- {I<o ~ I<.,8 •• +-+ v.}l 
Ayx- Byx. (6.6) 

Ayx _ o(y-x)(-K08;
0
-I<,v;+V") 

Eyx r l yx - J'vfyr 
II _II 

V"(ci>c(Y)) \f (</>c(Y)) -1! 

Ko(</>.(y)) - Ko(d>c(Y))- Ko 

Here, we divide !lfyx into two parts, Ayr and Bv~• which remains finite and 
Yanishes at <Pc(x) = (/> r spectively. Details of the following Clllculation are 
explained in the appendix. The right hand side of Eq.(6.1) cau now be 
expanded around <Pc(x) =(/)up to the second derivative as follows, 

J
d4xd"y( o2(-f!<l>cll )-1o(y- x) 

D</>c(x)D</Jc(Y) 

j d4x(A- 1).rr 

+ J d4xd'1yd4z(A- 1)xyBy,(A-1)zx 

+ J d'1xd4yd'1zd'11td'1v(A- 1
),.,1 By,(A- 1),uBu.(A-1 ),x 

+ ... 

lx~ 
+ f \ [-~{7?~(80tbc) 2 +K~(v<i>c?}] }px V 2 

+ j,x ~ [ {K~Po(8ocf>c) + K:p;(8;<pc) } 
2 

+ 2 {K~(D0 d>c)2 + K: (v<Pcr} v'] 
j,x ~ [ -2 {K~poDol/>c + K:p,8;</>t} {Ko7JoUo</>c + K,p,D,tbc} v' 

-~ {v'}
2 

{R'o (8o<l>c) 2 + K,(vti>,/}] 
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(6.7) 



· · · + (terrns wluch vanish at ¢c(x) = 9 like f' x (something)), 

where v = K0p5+K, p2 + V", v' = K~p6 +K:p2 + V"' (with Po= 21rnT(n = 
0, ±1, ···)and p 2 = L:~=l p;) and "Jp/ is au abbreviation of ·T L:::"=-oo f d3 pj(21f )3 f d1, 

We match the both side of Eq.(6.1) using Eq.(6.3) and Eq.(6. 7) and equate 
the coefficient function of (8</Jc) respectively. After the matching. we put 
r!>c(x) =¢and get the following simultaneous partial differential equation, 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

where, '"f/ is an abbreviation of "T Ln=-oo J d3p/(21f )3". Since we put 
o,.(.~:) = ¢ finally. wf> do not have contribution from the terms in Eq.(6.7) 
whi h vanish at <Pc(x) = ;[>. Tl1is is the evolution equation of the ne:-:t-to
lt>ading approximation of the derivative expansion. 

If we. l't 1\s = R0 = 1, we have only the fu:st equation, which corresponds 
to the local potenlial approximation. In tltis respect, the local potential 
approximation is the leading approximation in the derivative expansion of 
l he elf Pet i vc action. 

Figure 6.1: Diagram of t he external-momentum dependent self-energy at 
one-loop. 

6.2 Initial condition beyond the local poten
tial approximation 

\Ye can calculate the initial condition r[,P; M 2) using the perturbation theory 
within one-loop level reliably thanks to the large auxiliary mass, /11 ~ T. The 
effective potential, If(¢; J\J2) , is calculated within the one-loop approximation 
as follows, 

- 2 1 •- A -, 1!. ' z 2 A -2 11(¢>; M) = -M-rh + -¢· +- log(p0 + p + M + -1> ). 
2 24 2 /> 2 

(6. Ll ) 

The loop correction to K 0 (,P; lVP) and K,(i{!; i'a'J2) comes from the self
energy graph in Fig.6.1 at one-loop level, which depends on ex ernal mo
mentum, 

A2,P2 !. 1 l 
IT (q~, q2) = -- ~-, ~-,. 

2 P p~ + p2 + J\12 + + (qo- PoJ2 + (q - p)2 + M2 + + 
(6.12) 

The initial conditions of f 0 (¢; i\112
) and K.(¢; 1\P) are given by the coeffi

cients of -qJ aud - q2 respectively. We, therefore, get4 

J<(:i.·M2) = 1- diT(q~, q2)1 
0 'I'> d 2 

qo q, ::=O,qo=O 
(6.13) 

-I Strictly speaking, we first put q. = 0 then put qo = 0 in taking thC' limit 'b = 0 and 
q0 = 0. For the funrtion 1( 0 to be defined this order is PSsenLial, while for K,, the order of 
taking the limit give: no difference. See ref. [lJ. 
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\Ve hav calculated the evolution equation in Sec.6.1 and the initial condi
tion in this ficc rion . Since some of them, e.g. the one-loop effective potential, 
has an ultraviolet div"rgcncc, we have to renormalizc il by the CO\Jnter terms. 
Instead of considering this contribution, we simply as:ume that the reuor
malization effec ifi small and discard it. The contribution is , actually, small 
comparing with the finil~ temperature contribution around a critical tem
pcratur in most cases because of long correlation length. \Ve thus need to 
deal with only the temperature dependent pieces in the integrals of :,;:, and 
the initial condition. To do so, we only perform the following replacement in 
Eq.(6.8),(6.9),(G.l0),(6.11),(6.13) , and (6.14) . 

with 

6. 3 Numerical results 

\Vc olvcd the simultaneous evolution equation Eq.(6. ), Eq.(6.9) and Eq.(6.10) 
will! the initial condition Eq.(6.11), Eq.(6.13) and Eq.(6.14) numerically. 
\Vc ust•d an extcnd<'d 'rank-Nicholson method, which is xplained in the 
appendix ', to solve the partial cliff rential equation. We can solve the 
quation at most temperatures aboYe lhe critical one. 'nfortunately, we can 

not., however, solve he equation at tempera ures very close to the critical 
one due to numerical problems. We ried several improvements of the nu
merical method but failed. vVe, therefore, show only the obtained results in 
th prrsent pap r. This equation may be solved at arbitrary temperature if 
excellent nnm rind rn thod · to solve a parti<tl difi'Prcntial E'q nation are in
vented. Or abi lity of compu \crs progresses highly so that we can calculate 
with much higher precision. We use a mass unit, J.L = 1 
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0 ~ .----,r----.-----r----.-----~~<n 

X 

T = 4.984 
T= 4.954 
T = 4.934 

oo·L.o---~.~ • .....:-.:.:.;.o•:.·.--;..;·..;-;.;o.;;.s~=O:::o.C.e ____ _., or---_j, 2 

Figure 6.2: Effective poLent.ial around the critical temperature (.X= 1). 

We show the effective potential above the critical temperature in Fig.G.:l 
for >. = l. \Ve obsen•e behavior of a second order phas • transition up to 
this temperature. This effe tive potential seems to be cone-shaped. The 
critical temperature is estimated to be lower than that of lhe local potential 
approximation by 2%. 

We show K 0 and I<, in Fig.6.3 for ), = l. They are very similar in spite o[ 
the violation of the Lorentz invariauce iu this case wllilc tile initial condition 
is quite different. 

In summary, we derived an evolution equation of the effl'ctive action with 
respect to the mass squared in the Z2-invariant scalar theory. We then ap
proximated the effective action by the derivative expansion. We showed that 
the previous eYolution quation of the cffecti1·e poten ial can be derived as 
the leading approximation. the local potential approxinHttiou. We next de
rived the evolution equation of the uext-to-leading approximation which is 
the simultaneous partial differential equation. We finally solved the equation 
numerically. Though we could solve it at most temperatures above the crit
ical one, we could not do it under a certain tempera me very close to he 
critical one Wlfortunately. However, this equation may be solved a arbitrary 
temperatures if cxcellen numeri a] methods to solve a partial differential 
equation are invented or ability of computers progresses highly. Anyway, we 
constructed a systematic method to improve the auxiliary mass method in 
principle. 
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: T=4.934 

... 

Figure 6.3: The coefficient function of the second derivative terms in the 
effecti,·e action, [(0 aud K, (-\ = 1). 
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Chapter 7 

Summary 

In the first half of the present paper, Ch.l and Ch.2, we introduced the finite 
temperature field theory and its breakdown around the critical temperature. 
We also introduced some known approache~ to overcome the problem. The 
ring resummation method is the most popular one and is e>q)lained in some 
details. 

We proposed the auxil iary mass method in Ch.3 to overcome th.is prob
lem. We applied this method to the Z2-invariant scalar model in Sec.4. 1.2 
to examine how well the method works. This model is adequate for the 
exam.ination since its phase transition can not be investigated well by the 
perturbation theory; though the phase transition of the model is known to 
b • of second order, the r.ing resumed perturbation indicates it to be of lirst 
order. \Ne, however, needed to approximate somehow to make the auxiliary 
method to be of solvable form. We t ried two approximation: the "super 
daisy approximation" and the "local potential approximation". We numeri
cally calculated the effective potential of the theory using the both methods. 
\Ve found that the super daisy approximation is not adequate to investiga e 
the phase transition since it indicates the first order phase transition for th.is 
model. On the other band, we found tha the local potential approximation 
works well both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

In Sec.4.2, we applied the method to the 0(. )-invariant scalar model, 
of which phase transition is a lso investigated well by other approaches. We 
fouud that the local potenr.ial approximation also works well here. 

[n S c.5.1, we applied the method to the Abeliau Higgs model. The 
pha~e transition of th is model is interesting since it describes some physical 
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systems: for cx~ruple, superconductors and liquid cryst~Js. The propcrti.es o[ 
he model. however, l.ave not been understood wel.l, yeL The analysis of the 

auxiliary mass method with the local potential approximation indicates that 
'here is an end-point, where 'be phase transition crosses over from these ond 
order phase transition to the first order phase transition. This qualita ive 
result is imilar to that obtained by the lattice Monte Carlo simulations. We 
further investigated the boundary of the phase diagram in detail. 

In S••c.5.2, we app lied the method to the electroweak phase transition. 
This phase transition are ,·ery important since it may account for the baryon 
number of tbP present universe. The properties of the model also have no 
yet been understo d well. The analysis of the a uxiliary ma.ss method with 
the loc-al po cntial<1pproximation indicates that there is an ncl-point . where 
the first order phase transition vanishes. We investigated the pl1asc diagram 
in Higg ma~s-Lop quark mass plane. We concluded from tnis phase cliagram 
that we need some extension of the standard model in order to obtain the 
suffi<:icnt baryon number by the electroweak baryogenesi . 

In Ch.6, we tried to improve the local potential approximation. We found 
lbat the local potential approximation is a leading approximation of the 
derivative expansion of the ellective action in the evolution equation. We 
derived the evolntion equation of the next to leading approximation, which 
becomes a simultaneous partial cliffereutial equation. In this way. we can 
improve t he approximation in principle though we have not ye done it clue 
to numerical difficulties. 

vVe, h wever , should improve the m thocl in some othet· aspects. First, 
we neglected l he efl'ects of the ultrav iolet renormalization. I t is better to 
deal with Lbe efl'ects more careful.ly t hough we expect that the long range 
effects dominate physics around the cri ical temperature and the ultraviolet 
reuorrnalization effect, would be small. Second, we had better improve the 
conv rgence of the loop of the non-abelian gauge fields. 

The most attractive point of this method i the fact that it is based only 
on the tatislical mechanics and is free from the infrared bad behaviour of 
the loop expansion. We can, therefore, investigate both of a first order phase 
tran~ition and a second order phase transition. Besides, we can investigate 
the boundary of tbem as we have actual.ly done in the present paper. In this 
rcspPct , this method will have broad applications. We would like to apply 
it to other intcrrst.ing phase transit,ions(e.g. supersymmtric extension of tb<' 
electro weak phasr transition) in future work. 
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Appendix A 

High temperature expansion of 
one loop integrals 

\'lie show lh high temperature expansion of one loop diagram with zero 
external momentum in the present appendix: for Bo e field, 

1 n=:» d3k 
.fo(m) - ?/'2'T ,.'J;oo j (21r)3 log {(27rnT)

2 + k 2 + m 2
} (A.l) 

I . •= d3 k 1 
J,.(m) 211-

2

' T ,.I;-
00

/ (27r)3 {(27rnT)2 + k 2 m2 }" ' 

and for Fermi field , 

\\"'usc the dimPnsional rcgularisation with renormalization scale. 11- to avoid 
th~ ul raviolcl divergence for n ::; 2. We show only the high temperatu re 
cxpausion of .fo and l o since we can get the others easily using the identit ies, 
J,.(m) = (-l)"- 1 

(u21)1(k)"Jo(m) and I ,.(m) = (- L)''- 1 (n~l)!(a!z)" lo(m) 
We first alcu larc lh~ high tempcratur<' exrmnsion of J 0 . 

\Ve can rewrite J0 as follows, 

6 

Defining M 2 = m 2 + (21r11T) 2 , we can perform the thrf'C dim usional integral 
as the ordiuary qnautum field theory, 

Jo(m) = 

'v\'e then expand J 0 (m) with respect to y.., 

.lo (m) = 

i nterchanging the summations, II"C get, 

,2'T 3 oo Ill (J-2'-i+l) oo 
Jo (m) = - ,.. 2, f( f-?) {22:: (27rnT)J-2•-21m21 ,-1 2 I I:nJ-2<-21 

24- 2' Jif'3 ~ I=! l. n=1 

+mJ-2'}. 
2'T 3 ll1 e-2

' . + I) JL • f(f- - ){2 2:: (27rnT)J-2c-21m21 •-1 -2- - ~ ((2f + 21- 3) 
24 -2< Jif'J 2< 2 1=1 l! 

+rnl-2'}. (A.6) 

We calculate a few first terms explicitly from this. 

7r2T' m2T2 mJT ml l /1-2 
.!0 (m) = --- + --- --- --. (-+log--. + qg). 

90 24 121r 6471"2 c 47rT2 

Here, we used properties and values of the (- fun ction, the -y- fun tion, and 

t he poli--y-function .,P( z) , 

7r z 1 71"2 71"4 
((1 _ z) = 21-'7r-'((z)r (z) cos( 

2 
), ((OJ= - 2, ((2) = 6 , (!OJ = ao· 
7 



f(z + lJ 1 
zf(z), f(l) = 1, f(2") =Vi, 

1/J(z) 
r'(z) 1 

- f(z)' !/J(2) = -log-l-1'E· (.-\ .7) 

The high lernperatmP expansion of the other J, C'an be calculated by derivat
ing Eq.(A.G). 

We can get the high temperature expansion of the Fermionic integrals 
In(m) from J, (m) using a trick, 

"~"" d3k 
l o(rn) = -2J~2'T "'!;",,! (27r)3 log [{(2n + 1)7rT}

2 + k 2 + m 2
] 

-2tt2'T "t j (d
3

k)Jog {(mrT) 2 + k 2 +m2
} 

n=-oo 21r 

We write d wn a few first term explicitly, 

7rr2T 4 m 2T 2 m4 1 4Jl2 
fo (m) = -180 + u- + 16rr2 (-+log 7rT2 + E"fE)· (A.9) 

The high temperature expansion of the other ! , can be calculated by derivat
ing this. \\'e noLi e that this does not have the third term with respect tom 
due to the absence of the z ro mode. 

Appendix B 

Conversion of the summation 
form to the integration form 

In the present appendix, we convert th summation of a loop at finite tern
perature to the integTation. While we take an example, 

T 00 I d3k 
F (l) = - L --

3 
log {(27rnT)2 + k 2 + m2 }, 

2 n~-oo. (21!') 

we can apply to the other summation straitforwardly. 
vVe fus consider sum of a general function f ( iwn), 

00 

f =T L f(iw,) (w, = 2rrnT). 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

Using the residue theorem, we can convert Lllis summation to the integral, 

'\' T i 1 Po I = L... -
2 

. dpof(Po) ?T coth 
2
T 

c. 71'"1. c, -
(B.3) 

Here, t he integration path is taken as Fig.B.1(a) . ff we assume rcgulari y of 
f (p0 ) around the imaginary a.xis like Eq.(B.!) , it can be conwrted fur her, 

1 r-ioo-< 1 J 
J = 21r·i J ioo-< dpof(po){ -2- e>.-p(-.8Po)- 1} 

1 j ioo+c 1 1 
27l''i -i +• dpof(po){ 2 + exp(t/po) - 1} · (B.4) 
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-4rrT 

-6rrT 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.1: (a)Integration path in Eq.(B.3) (b)Thc integration path is 
rhangrd from (a) to the simpler one by the Causy"s theorem. 

Ilere, we take the path as Fig.B.1(b). Changing the in egration variable as 
p~ = -p0 , wr have, 

(8.5) 

1 Jioo+< 1 
+ 2rr·i -• +• dpo{f(po) + !( -po)} exp(f3po) - 1 · 

Applying this id ·ntily to Eq.(B.l), w hav~ , 

1 ·(I) 
0 

, ·(1) 
1" 

' ~"J + v.J.'' 
i j "'" dp0 j d

3
p 2 • -- - -. -log(-p +m-) 

2 -i 2rr (2rr)3 
(8.6) 

. ji +• dpo j d3
p 1 2 • 

-t - log( -p + m-). 
- •oo+< 21!" {2rr)3 exp(/3po)- 1 

We twx!. convert the integral, \i0(') to a ·im pler form. Wr rewrite V0(l) as 
follow~, 

+• d71oj d"p I H Jwf, 
- -(- ( '' ) {log (-p. ..v"p') + log(p0 + w~ ) } 

+< 211" 211" )'1 t>Xp !-'Po - l 

(w~ = p 2 + ·m1
). (8.7) 

90 

Im Po 

4nT 

2nT 

-4nT 

-6nT 

Figure 8.2: The integration path is changed by the Causy's theorem. 

Defining that the branch cu of log x locates along the negative real axis, we 
can change the integration path as Fig.B.2. We have contribution only from 
the difference c2 and c3 and obtain . 

1.·(! ) _ . j d3p . joe d]Jo exp( -PPo) 
v1" _ -t --( -2rrt) ( R ) 

(2rr )3 ,;:;'{, 211" 1 - exp -/"'Po 

Tj d
3

p log{1-exp(-!...jp2 +m.2 ) } 
. (21r)3 T 

.I_ r cl?· r 2 log{l - cxp( _!... Jr2 + rn2 )} 
2rr2 lo T 

(B.) 
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Appendix C 

N urnerical method to solve the 
evolution equation 

The num ri al method, which we use to solve the partial differential equations 
in the pres ut paper like Eq.(4.20) , is explained in this appendix. Such partial 
differcntiftl equations can be IITitten as follows, 

(C.l) 

Here, f(T) is some function like the integral in Eq.( 4.20). First, we make a 
latt,ice shown in Fig . . 1. The par ial differential equations are, then . differ
enc~d as follows [116), 

I ;,J+I- l 'i.j 
~1)12 

The parameter n cJ,, ides where the Laplacian ~:~ is 'l'aiuated. If a= 0 is 
chosen, the Laplacian is evaluated at (a) in Fig . . I. The method with this 
choice i::; railed rhc cxpli ·it method. This method is simple, because Vz,J+I 

ts det~rm tn cd only by sub tituting \/,.1 into the right hand side. It, however, 
Ruffers from the numerical instability, wheu smaller mesh size~¢ is chosen 
[ll6). If n = 1 is chose n, the Lapla ·inn is cv<:~luatPd at (b) in Fig .. l. The 
m•'thod witlt Uri· choice is n\ll<'d the implicit Jucthod, which does not ::;uffer 
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Figure C.l: Lattice used to difference the partial differential equations. 

from the numerical instabili y at least if f(x) is a linear function [116] 
as far as we know, when f(x) is not linear function like our case, not many 
things are known- . If a = 1/2 is chosen, the Laplacian is e1·aluated at 
(c) in Fig.C.l. The method with this choice is called the Crank-Nicholson 
method, which also does not suffer Jrom the numerical instability at least 
if f(x) is a linear function . What is more, the result converges rapidly with 
decreasing 6m2 using this method [116] . Both the implicit and the Crank
Nicholson method , however, requires us to solve coupled non-lin ar equation 
(0.2); this prevents us from using established method in th case f(x) = x. 

vVe developed two methods in order to overcome this difficulty. First 
method is based on the Taylor expansion of f(x). The equation (C.2) is 
rewritten as follows, 

~ ~.; I - II,,) 
6m2 

Since the quantity in the bracket behind o is he variation of the Laplacian 
per one step, it is small if 6m2 is sufficiently small. We. Llwo, expand f(x) 
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around vi+IJ 2 \~_,+,~-~., 
(:>¢)' 

I ;,J+I- 1;,1 

~rn2 

Th.is coupled eq uatio11 is linear with respect to V,,i+ 1 and can be olved easil · 
[ll6). 

Th,, 5<'Cond method is based on an iteration. In order o solve equation 
(C.2), we iterate as follows until a solution is found, 

1;::,:;.',- 1;,] 
~m2 

(C.5) 

Here, n is the uumber of the iteration. Note that we can not replace v::~+ t 
ll'ith I ijt\ uulik the Gaus. -Seidel method, which is a powerful method if 
f(;r) is a linear function [116). Next, relaxation method is used in order 
to improve the couvcrgence [116]. Since this procedure is identical with the 
liMar case, we only write do\\'n the iteration equation wi bout an explanation. 

\'n+l ~-
i,J+I- t,j 

~~~~2 (
l ( 1·n+t 2V" + V" 

W -qi + f a:( i+lj+l - i,J+I i-!.J+I 

2 ' (t:!.c/>)2 

+(1- )( V.-!.J- 21:.] + ~ ~-l,J l)) 
Q (-Cl. c,/>)2 

(1- w) l- ;:~ (C.6) 

Her', the relaxation parameter w is determined only by experience. The 
results by th<' two methods agree greatly. 
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Appendix D 

Details of the derivative . 
expansion 

In this appendix. we show the derivation of ar /Dm 2 in detail. Some notations 
are given in the Ch.6. The effective action, r[¢c] for tb Lagrangian Eq.(4.30) 
is defined as usual, 

Z[Jm) 

!V[Jm) 

r[¢c] 

_ j D[¢] exp (J d"xLs), 

log(Z[J,.]), 

- W[Jm)- j d'1xJ,.(x)</>c(x). 

The equation(6.1) is, then, d'rived as follows, 

(D.l) 

Z[~m) j D [¢] [! { d''.r~( -q)(x?) +a;~(:) c,i>(.r) } cxp {j d4xCe}) 

-jd• _BJm(x).~, () 
J, Drn' 'f'c X 

-~ j d4 x < ¢(x) 2 > 

- ~ j d4x ¢c(x)2 - ~ j d41;(111J);;. (D.2) 

This equation can not be solved exactly. We, therefore, limit the func
tional spa ·e and C:\1)ancl f'[<i>c] in powers of derivative~ [5!J, ll 5), (see Eq.(6.2)) 

r[¢c] = j d''x [-1'(¢~)- ~f(o(<P~)(Doc,l>c)'- ~K,(t/:>~)(V'Pc)' + · .. ] , 
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whrre •·. · :· denotes terms with higher derivative which arc omitted here and 
equaling the coefficient functionals of (ac/>c) in the both side of Eq.(6.1) . 

The lrft baud side of Eq.(0 .2) is calculated to be Eq.(6.3) by simply 
differentiating r with respect to m2

' 

-~- ! • r~ ~aKo 2 ~ai<, v 2] 
a 2 - d X a ' + 2 a 2 ( ao</Jc) + ? a 2 ( 1/Jc) . m m- . m _ m 

His very complicated t.o calculate r.h.s. of Eq.(0 .2). First, we calculate 
My•· The dcrivat.ivc of the effective action, r[<Pc] with respect to , <Pc(x) is, 

- v' (t/>c(:c) ) (0.3) 

+~K~(<Pc(l:))( aoc/>c(x)? + Ko(tPc(x))(agd>c(x)) 

+ {Ko...., K, ,ao ~ \} . 

Here. we assume hat we can make a partial integral free! without a surface 
term. 

'v\'c define the oprrator, Mxy as the following. An operator 0,, defined 
through functional derivative with respect to q\(x), say oF(t/>(y))/6</J(x), acts 
on any appropriate test function, say T(y) , 

Ju particular, if F( t/>(y)) contains the derivative of t/>(y), say F(<i!(y)) 
G(tb(y))a¢>(y). 

OT(1·) _ j d"1y { o¢~:r ) G(¢(y) )a¢>(y)} T(y). 

_ j d"1 yo(y - x) [c' (d>( y))a¢(y)T(.v ) -a { G(t/>(y))T(y) }j(D.4) 

In order to obtain Eq. (G.-1) and to determine the inverse of Afyx around 
¢, we divid the Eq.(6.4) into two pieces (Eq.(6.6)), 

1\Jy, .-l yx - flyz. 

Ayr b(y- J:)( -Koa~- 7\, v 2 + T'"), 
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Byx -o(y-r)[f'"(¢c(Y)) 

- { ~!{; (t/Jr(Y))(ao¢>c(Y))2 + I~ (t/>c(Y))aotbc(Y)ayo 
+ f(~(tf>c(y))a~q,c(Y) + Ko(t/>c(Y))a~. } 

- {Ko ,_.[{,,avo,_ \ y}j · 

The inverse of AI yx is, then, expanded as, 

n=co 

(M - 1)xy = {(.r1
)( 2.::: (B.r 1)")}•v· (0 .5) 

Here, the multiplication of the "matrix" A and B is taken as Lhc following, 

(.-IB)xy = j d4 zrlx:B:y· 

The inverse of A xy is calcula ed easily, 

(0 .6) 

where vP = K0p~ + K,p2 + V"-
v'i"e need terms with (a¢>c)" for n=0 ,2 to evaluate r.h.s of Eq.(0 .2). Such 

terms are contained only in the first three terms in Eq. (0.5), 

(J'vr 1 )xy = (A- 1)xy 

+(A- 1BA- 1)xy (0 .7) 
+(A- 1 BA- 1 BA - 1 ).y -

The relevant terms in Eq.(0.2) a re, tberefm , the followin g. 

j d4:c( AJ- I )xx = j d4x(A- 1 )xx 

+ j d4x (A- 1BA- 1
)., 

+ j d4x (A - 1BA - 1 BA- 1
) ••• 

(D .8) 

(0 .9) 

(0 .10) 

We next calculaLe Eq.(O.S)-(0 .10) up to terms with t.he second derivative of 
tf>c(x) . From Eq.(O.G) the first term (0 .8) is easy Lo calculate, 

l d'1x(A - 1 )rx = J d'1.c { ..!:... (D.ll) 
' }p 1/p 
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The second term in Eq.(0 .9) is 

j d'x(A- 1BA- 1)xx 

j d"1x j d1y j d1z J. ~exp {ip(.1:- y)} 

6(y- z) [- \(" (rPc(y)) + { ~!(~ (r/>c(y))(8o¢c(Y)) 2 + J(~(<Pc(Y))8orf>c(Y)Oy0 
+ 1\~(<f>c(y))Dg<Pc(Y) + ko(<Pc(Y))a;,} + {Ko- K,,oy, ...-. \7.}] 

1 ~exp{iq(z-x) } 
q Vq 

(integrating over z.) 

J d"'x J d''y r 1 _.!:.__.!:._ exp {ip(.!:- y)} exp {·iq(y- x)} 
}p q l/p llq 

[-if" (rPc(Y)) + { ~ J(~ (rhc(Y))(8or/>c(Y)) 2 + K~(<Pc(Y))Bor/>c(Y)iqo 
+ },-~(<Dc(Y))D5<Pc(Y)- ko(<l>c(Y))qg} + {Ko ~ K,.8o ~ \l,qo,...., q}j 

(integrating over x and q then replacing y by :r.) 

Jd"'J· f. __1_ . ,, 
. P v;; 

[-i!"(¢,(1:)) + uf(~(<Pc(x))(8o¢(x)? + I~(rbc(x))8o<t>(x)ip0 
+ r,-~(<Pc(.r))85¢(.c)- ko(<Pc(x))p~} + {r<o ._. J<,8o '--> \l,po ..... p}] 

(partia.lly integrating the fourth term.) 

j rl'.1 f.~ [-fi"(<bc(x))- uh-~(<P,.(x))(Bo<Pc(1·)? + k0 (~\(x))p~ } 
- { Xo ~- 1 ., Do <--> \ ,Po '--> P}). 

j d''.r f.~[- nK~(Dorhc) 2 + ~K~(\¢c) 2 }] 
+(tenn.~ w/11ch vanish at rl>c(x) =¢like V" x (something)). (0 .12) 

Sine we st'l (p.,(.r) = ¢ aft.cr the •uaLchi ng of Eq.(6.l), we have uo cont ribution 
to th evolu tion equation (rom the terms whi h van ish at <Pc(.c) = ¢. W thus 

9 

leave only terms which remain finite at <Pc(x) = (j, from now on. The third 
term (0.10) is very compli atcd to valuate. 

j d'1x(A.- 1BA- 1BA-')xx 

j d4x j d4
y j d 1z j d 1u j d4v J. ~exp{ip(x- y)} 

6(y- z) [-if" (<Pc(Y)) + { ~[(~ (r/>c(y))(8o<f>c(Y)) 2 + f(~(cPc(Y))8o¢c(Y)Dy0 
+ K~(rl>c(Y))85<hc(Y) + k o(<Pc(y))a;.} + {l<o +-> K,,a.,,..... \ u}] 

1 _.!:._ exp {iq(z- u) } 
q llq 

8(u- v) [-V"(¢c(u)) + ni<~(<Pc(u))(8o<Pc(n)) 2 + K~(</>c(u))80 ¢;c(u)au. 
+ I<~(<Pc(u))86<Pc(u) + ko(<bc(u))B~.} + {Ko ~ I<,8u0 .-. Vu}] 

r _.!:._ exp {i r (v- x)} 
J r Vr 

(integrating over x, z, v, r and replacing u with x) 

j d4 x j d4 y /.1 ~~ exp { i(p- q)(x- y) } 
. 71 q liP llfJ 

[-i!"(¢c(x)) + g](;(<hc(~c))(8o<Pc(x)) 2 + f(~(rl>c(x))8o¢>c(x)ipo 
+ I<~(r/>c(x))86<Pc(x) -Ro(<Pc(x))p6} + {l<o <--' K.,8o <-+ \l,po....., p}j 

X [- f;-" (rf>c(Y)) + uf(~ (<Pc(Y))(8o<bc(Y)) 2 + K~(<Pc(Y))Bo<Pc(.!J)iqo 
+ K~(<Pc(Y))8~¢c(Y)- k o(<Pc(y))qn + fKo '-' I<.,8o '-' \l,qo...., q}]. 
(partially integrating the term with o5<f>.) 

Jd4x j d'1y 11 ~~ exp {-i(p- q)(x- y)} 
fJ q vP vq 

[- ii"'' (<Pc(x)) + { - ~ !(~ (<Pc(:z:))(Do<bc(x)) 2 + K~(<Pc(x))Bo<Pc(.c)iqo 
- Ko(<Pc(:r,)) p~ } + {Ko +-> K.,8o ._, \l,po...., p .qo +- q }j 

X [-if" (</Jc(Y)) + { - ~ g~ (¢>c(Y))(Do</.>c(Y)) 2 + f(~(<!>r(!J))Dorf>c( Y)ipo 
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- ko(<P,(y))q~} + {Ko '-' [(.,80 ...__, 'il,]Jo <--> p ,q0 _, qJ]. 

Ilv the following variable exchange, 

we obtain, 

I d~.t-j d'y J. J. --i-]_ exp {iq(:r _ y)} 
P tt vp+q v,~ 

[- \'" (<Pc(:c)) + {-if,·~ (cl>c(:r))(8o¢c(x)) 2 + K~(cf>c(X ))8oc/Jc(:r)ip0 

- Ro(<Pc(x))(p + qm + {I<o ..... K., Bo ,..... 'il,po ..... p . qo ...., q}] 

X [- (/" (<1i,(y)) + { -~ /\"; (¢c(Y))(8o¢c(y))2 + !\~ (c/Jc(Y))Bo<Pc(Y)i(p + q)o 

- ko(rhc(Y))p6} + {!<o....., K,80 <-+ v ,p0 ....., p ,q0 ._, q}j . 

I d'':r I cl''y r r exp {iq(x- vn 
~~ ~ ~-~~ 

{
1 

_ {K'o( 4puqo + 2qJ) + K,( 4pq + 2q2
} 12 {K0p0q0 + K,pq r } 

II + ? + .. ' 
p ~ p 

[- f•" (c/Jc(.v)) + { - ~/(; (cPc(x))(Bo<Pc(x)) 2 + I<~ (c/Jc(X) )8oc/Jc(x)ip0 

- ko(rPc(x))(p + q)~} {Ko ...., K ,, 8o ~ 'il , Po ,.._, p , Qo ,_, q} J 

X [-P"(<Pc(Y)) + { -~K;(c/Jc(Y))(8o¢c(Y))2 + J(~(<Pc(Y))8od>c(Y)i(p + q)o 

- ku(rl>c(y))pn + { Ko ~ K,. Bo .... v • Po ..... p, (Jo "" q}] ' 

wh •re we take tht' te · t 2 • · 1 rns up o CJ smcc we will replace q to the d · t. d 
need t('rn 'll d d en va 1ve an 

15 "'1 l sccon erivatives. Similarly bv the follo · ch f 
the variables, , ~ ' wtng ex auge o 

p 

p+q 
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we have, 

I d4 x I d4 y 11-1-~ exp {iq(x- y)} 
p q 1/p+q l) p 

[-V" (c/Jc(x)) + { -~ /(~ (tf>c(x))(8oq\(x))
2 + K~(c/Jc(.c))Oo</Jc(x)'Po 

- ko(<Pc(x))(p+ q)6} + {Ko <-> I<,.8o ,_..., 'il,po +-' p ,qo <-> q}j 

X [- (/" (<i>c(y)) + { -~K~ (<Pc(y))(8otf>c(Y)) 2 + K~(<Pc(y))8oc/lc(Y)i(p + q)o 

- ko(cPc(y))p~} + {I<o <-> K.,Oo.,... 'il,po <--+ p ,l]o +--> q} ]. 

ld"x ld"yihexp{iq~; -y)} (0.1-l) 

{ 

{Ko(2poqo + q5) + K,(2pq + q2
)} 4 {Kopoqo + K,pq f } 

1- + 2 + .. -
lip liP 

[-ii"(¢c(:t·)) + { -~K~(d>c(x))(8o<Pc(x))2 + K~(<Pc(x))8o<Pc(x)iPo 

- ko(¢c(x))(p+qm + {I<o ,_, K.,ao ,_. 'il ,po ._, p ,Qo....., q}] 

X [-V" ( </>c(y)) + { -~ !(; ( cPc(Y))( 8oc/Jc(y)) 2 + K~ (cl>c(y))8o</>c(Y)i(p + q)o 

- ko(cPc(Y))Pn + {Ko ,_. K,.Bo +-+ v,po +-• p ,qo <-+ q}] . 

By comparing Eq.(D.l3) with Eq.(D.l4), we have the following "identity", 

0 = I d•.c I d4y i h exp {iq~;- y)} (D.l5) 

{

- {Ko(2pogo + q5) + K,(2pq + q2
)} + 8 {Kopoqo ~ R.pq} 

2 

+ .. ·} 
Vp v1, 

[-V"(c/Jc(x)) + { -~K~(c/J,(x))(Bo¢,(x)) 2 + K~(t/>c(.-c))Doc,l>,(x)ipo 

- ko(¢,(x))(p+q)n + {Ko <-+ K.,fJo .._. 'V,po....., p ,qo r• q}j 

x [-v"(tf>c(!J)) + { -~ J(~(q.,,(y))(fJo<Pc(!/)) 2 +K~(<Pc(!f))Docflr(y)~(p q)o 

- k o(<Pc(Y))Pn + {I,·o...., K,Bo ~ v,po ,_, p .qo- q}]. 
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Indeed, this iden ti ty hold exactly for the coefficient functions of (v ¢c)
2

, 

though it is not the case for that of (80 <P,) 2 . Anyway. we use this identity 
and rewrite (or define) the third term (0.10) in the following, 

j d'1x(A- 1BA- 1BA- 1)xx 

J d'.r:fd'y r r exp {iq(:- y)} (0.16) 
}p Jq 1/p 

{ 1 _ 1 {Ko (2PoQo + qJ) + K ,(2pq + q 2) } + .. ·} 
2 1/p 

[-fr"(¢,(x)) + { - ~[(;(<l>c(x))(8o¢c(x)? + K~ (<f>c(l'))8o¢>c(x)ipo 
- ko (<Pc(l;))(p + qm + {Ko .-. K, , Bo ._, v. Po._, p , qo...., q}] 

X [- v" ( <Pc(Y)) + { - ~ K~' ( <Pc(y))( 8o¢>c(Y)) 2 + [(~(<t>c(Y) )Bo<Pc(Y)i(p + q)o 

- k o(<Pc(Y))pg} + {Ko ...., K, .ao ._, v ,p
0 

..... p ,q
0 

+-+ q}]. 

!\oLe that there is no contribution from Eq. (D .l6) to the evolution equation 
for the effect ive potential , \1 since the constant terms alwavs include I( and 
j/n whid1 <u·e zero at ¢c(x) =if> by the definition. . 

From 110w on, we evaluate the coefficient functions of (8¢c(x)) 2 First we 

t<tlculatf• the first term of Eq. (0.16). There are three contributions from this term, 

j d".r: j d''y l i exp {iq;:- y)} 
p 

{ K~(<f>c(.r))8o<f>c(x)ipo + l <(<t>c(x)) v ¢c(x)ip} 

X { K~(¢c(Y))8o¢>c(Y)ipo + l<(<Pc(Y))v<f>c(Y)ip} 
(integrating over q andy.) 

!d., J.-J {~ca ) ....._,( }2 
J; 3 l \ o orPcPo+ l\ , V </>c) P , 

p 1/p 

J 1·1 J i'' f f t'Xp {iq(.r - y)} 
t.J· c YJ,), a 

,, q v,, 
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(0.17) 

and 

[{ l(~(<l>c(T))oo<Pc(x)iqo + K:(<l>c(o;))~<l>c(J;,)iq} x 

{ -ko(<i>c(Y))p~- k ,(<J>c( Y))p - I (<l>c(Y))} 

+ 2 {l\-~(<l>c(-r))Bo</>c(.r)ipo ~ K:(</>c(x))v tP,(r)tp} X 

{ - Ro (r/>c(Y))PoQo- K,(</>c(y))pq}] 

Jd''x fd"y r r ~ 
}p }q vP 

[ { K~(</>c(x))8o</>c(x)8xo +_ K;(<l>c(x))
2

v <be(:) ~'} X 

{- k o(<l>c(y)}p5- K,(r/>c(Y)) p - V (q..,(y) } 

+ 2 {K~(<f>e(l·))8or/>c(x)ipo ~ i((<Pc(:c))\7</>c(:r)ip} X 

{ Ro (<Pc(.v))i poa •• + J(,(rl>c(y))zp\7 x}] 

x exp { iq(x- y)} . . . d then in tegrating over q and !1 .) 
(partially integratmg over x an -m ) 

J d"x f ~ [ {7?~ (8o rbc)2 + K~( \lr&c?}{~P~ + K~p2 + 1' } (D. l 
}p liP 

+2 {K~(Bo </>c)Po + K', (\7 </>c) P} 
2

] ' 
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Similarly, we have the following contribution from the second term of Eq. (D.lG), 

Jd''.J.' f 1 
[ 

1 {K' 2 __,, 2 -m}2 {-
)p ~ -2 oPo h , p + V + f(o (8o rl>c)2 + K,,(\ aJcJ2} 

- 2 {K~(8odJc)Po + K:(\ rPc)P }{Ko(8otpc)Po K ,( 'Vrl>c) P} v; J . (0.21 ) 

Co•lnbining Eq.(D.ll), Eq.(D.l2). Eq. (D.20) and Eq.(D.2!) we obtain th 
Clo ut1on equat1on, Eq.(6. 7). ' e 
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